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Introduction

On a planet called Wiskedak (Wis-ke-dak),
human civilization reached a fast paced technological
enlightenment period. Knowledge and devices from this
period are still not yet understood and almost seem like
fanciful magic to the inhabitants now.
“A wise man once said that any sufficiently advanced
technology is indistinguishable from magic.” - Frank Poole
Some of the greatest achievements came forth during
this age, but darker and less-glorious achievements too.
The further the technological advancement, the greater the
divides, the strain on relations between nations, and the
imbalances the world had to deal with.
The Event happened 250 years ago, and no one
is the wiser to the why, what, how, or when of the
Event. Scholars still try to piece together some kind of
understanding of what transpired. Most of what is known
happened AFTER the Event during the time of the Fall.
As the Event marked the apex of human development,
the Fall was the sharp descent from the apex. The Fall
was a composite apocalypse. Fueled by every reason
mustered, humanity fought and destroyed with a breadth of
tools and methods. The chaos provided a smoke screen
for a “new” presence on Wiskedak to be realized many
years later.
While positioned to render themselves back to the
stone age, humanity ran out of the will and means.
They got very close. Humanity started to rebuild to only
realized they weren’t alone. They had, unknowingly, lost
the monopoly on Wiskedak. The new species humanity
genetically engineered for their own purposes awoke from
the safety of various hidden labs and bases, free to their
own destiny. The many abandoned military bases, data
centers, and research centers provided the means for a
sentient artificial intelligence called Alpha One to emerge,
followed by its Mech’tic children. Various mutants and
rejects of humanity banded together to form their own
nations. The strangest of all is the indirect and intertwining
presence of Extrane Vitae (EV) shaping and changing the
rules of reality.
It is 250 Post Fall (P.F.). Welcome to the Post-PostApocalypse. While there’s more ruin than not, Wiskedak
is home to many civilizations once again... All trying to
survive...

What to do?

Between the ruins of the past, the strange nature of EV,
and conflicts between different groups, there’s plenty to get
involved in. In Saecula Mutata, go into the world and make
your own way in it. Explore the many unique city-states
trying to live life their own way to the warped or twisted
ruins of the past hiding secrets yet to be found. Right
wrongs to provide the justice and righteousness lost at
times. There’s plenty of opportunities (and people) to take
advantage of to fuel quests of conquest and personal gain.

Agent Building
Species
Human

The average human has no mandatory traits. They
may take a number of General Traits if they choose.

Mandatory Trait

Wastelander

“Tough as the Wastes” - Wastelanders live a hard
existence and grow up tough. They have a natural -1F
general adjustment that serves as a last line of defense.
While most Wastelanders mean well, those not familiar with
their culture and customs can easily get the wrong idea
about them. When communicating with those that lack
experience with Wastelanders, social faux pas can easily
occur. Interaction rooted skills and Charisma attributes
check penalties are doubled when opposing party is not
familiar with Wastelanders.
Wastelanders may take General Traits.

Mandatory Trait

Mutant

“Ain’t Human” - As a Mutant, you descended from
humanity. Whether you were born or were made into a
mutant, there was once some connection with humanity.
You have now become something else. Mutation is a
random thing, you never quite know what will turn out.

5 x 5 Card Draw

Using a standard deck of playing cards with jokers (54
card count), shuffle the deck. The player draws 5 cards.
Red suit cards and the Big Joker are beneficial. Black
suit cards and the Little Joker are detrimental. There are
four categories: Special (Jokers), +/- 1 Attribute Point
(Aces), Major (King, Queen, and Jack), and Minor (10 2). Pairings of red and black cards in the same category
cancel each other out, except Jokers. The resulting draw
indicates the Mutation Assets and Burdens a player can
receive along with changes in Attribute points. If the
draw is not favorable, it can be discarded for another
draw. Another draw is taken from the same deck. This
process can be done up to a total of five times. The player
must take the last draw, unless the draw only results in
detrimental cards. The player then may draw again.

Mandatory Trait

Aavemiehet

“Weird Zone’s Own” - The Aavemiehet were born in
the strange realm of the largest weird zone and gained
abilities necessary for survival. They can sense EV by their
own senses. They also have some natural protections
against hazardous EV as their “presence” is treated
often like another EV entity. Aavemiehet can physically

influence certain EV that are not affected by conventional
means. Unfortunately, these abilities also seem to attract
the attention of EV curious to the strange nature of the
Aavemiehet.
Aavemiehet may take General Traits and also
Aavemiehet Traits.

Mandatory Trait

Tekioshu

“Tekioshu Affinity” - All Tekioshu have some kind of
Affinity. To determine affinities, roll a d10.
0*:		
Pure
1 - 2:
Two Strong (Dual)
3 - 9:
Three Mild (Mutt)
* GM’s may allow rolling again on a 0. If another 0 is
rolled, the player my choose to be a Flux or Limbo. These
are more advanced to play and are not for everyone.
Tekioshu may take General Traits and Tekioshu Traits.

Mandatory Trait

Nisha

“Hazardous Adaptation” - The hardships of ancestors
grants Nisha resilience to all manner of hazards. Nisha
are immune to minor toxins in small amounts and are
not affected by short term exposure to environmental
hazards. They gain +2 Attribute bonuses to combating all
other manner of hazards. Nisha biology does not like the
alternation of extremes, as their bodies acclimate to one
environment. Drastic changes in environment conditions
(as such traveling from temperate to desert areas) will
weaken them for up to a week (depending on the severity
of the change) as their bodies readjust.
Nisha may take General Traits and Nisha Traits.

Mandatory Trait

Prazirasse

“Prazirasse Way” - Prazirasse have a long tradition of
pride and dedication to all aspects of life to perform them
properly. They either pass or fail. All “misses” (0 total
disparity) are considered successes in the smallest degree.
The trouble is that very bad failures (+4/40) unease them
significantly at what seems to be a subconscious level. An
unnerved Prazirasse will need an hour or a Focus check to
perform a similar action without penalty.
Prazirasse may take General Traits and Prazirasse
Traits.

Mandatory Trait

Sctillia

“Advanced Senses” - Sctillia can sense in ranges
and sensitivities well outside the abilities of most beings.
While they are still have to process and make sense of
the sensory information, they are granted many more
opportunities to make use of their senses. They get to
make checks to perceive more and can garner unique
information otherwise not available to other species. This

boon is also a bane. Their sensitivities can quickly backfire
and be overpowered. Sudden light changes, ultra-high
frequency noises, potent odors, and other powerful sensory
sources can overload a Sctillia’s senses. Sctillias get more
opportunities to make checks to experience (in hopes of
failing to experience) detrimental sensory events.

Choose one or more Sctillia Traits

Urbane Sctillia typically only have one trait that blatantly
reveals their nature.
Average Sctillia share two or three.
Feral Sctillia have four or more.
Sctillia may also choose General Traits.

Mandatory Trait

Mech’tic

“Finite Bias” - Mech’tics can naturally solve arithmetic,
algorithmic, and finite problems with greater ease. They
can quantify observations with greater accuracy and
precision. They get significant bonuses (1/10 - 3/30) to
tackle problems of finite, algorithmic nature. (Accounting,
theorem proving, finding shortest routes, trivia games,
etc...) Mech’tics have some difficulty in processing and
comprehending abstract, non-discrete, infinite, and nonalgorithm things. Older, wiser Mech’tics can compensate
for this by developing specific experience in these areas,
but younger, unskilled ones face significant penalties. (1/10
- 3/30 penalty when not using very specific skills in checks
made to solve problematic areas.)

Choose One:

“Middle Generation” - Middle Generation Mech’tics
are from a period after the Early Generation, but before
the more recent Late Generation Mech’tics. Most middle
generation are at least 30+ years old. They are powered
by micro-fusion reactors that can process a variety of
materials. The reactor increases their mass such that it
makes it extremely difficult for them to swim without some
extra ballast. While roughly humanoid in structure, they
are still share the stark mechanical appearance of the Early
Generation Mech’tics. This appearance may cause strife
with Mech’tic unfriendly groups.
“Late Generation” - Late Generation Mech’tics are the
most recent. They are after the Middle Generation and
have many design changes in comparison. Most are well
below 30 years old. They are powered by biochemical
to electric processors, which means they can actually
consume “food”. The processors are lighter and with the
addition of newer materials, most late generation Mech’tics
can swim with hardly any problem. Late generation
Mech’tic have very humanoid appearances and many are
crossing the threshold of android classification.

5 x 5 Part (Card) Draw

Using a standard playing card deck with jokers (54

cards), shuffle the deck. The player draws 5 cards. Jokers
indicate a special component (Special Trait). Royalty (Ace,
King, Queen, and Jack) are high end components (High
End Trait). 2 - 9 are a minor component (Minor Asset). If
the hand is not satisfactory, it can be discarded and another
hand drawn. This can be done up to five times. Player
must take the last, fifth hand.

TABs

General TABs

to track you.

“Long Fall Shock Absorbers”

You cannot carry as much as others and are significantly
shorter than your species’s average. This does make it
easier to move around narrow paths and low clearance
areas. Penalties resulting from conflicts of height or width
clearance are significantly reduced for you.

Your legs can dampen the impact of a long drop up to 30
meters. You will not suffer damage from such long falls.
This doesn’t aid in landing on unstable surfaces or reduce
the impact your mass does onto a surface. Falls of greater
than 30 meters will cripple your legs as they do everything
possible to dampen the force of the fall. This crippling with
recover with automatic internal repair or successful repair
attempts.

“Not a Looker”

“High Jump Springs”

Traits

“Small Frame”

You are regarded as ugly in appearance for your species
average. This penalizes Charisma checks and Interaction
based skill checks depending on how much importance
the opposite parties place on such an issue. The benefit is
that those that would feel threatened or judgemental of the
“beautiful” aren’t threatened by you. In fact, you may find
great benefits with those who find such features desirable.

“Pretty” “Bruiser”

You can only run half as fast as most and have trouble
moving around in confined spaces. But, you can put some
mass and power behind your movement. Your unarmed
attacks deal an additional 1D(ST). You are less likely to be
knocked down and enemies have to take a bit more effort
to lift you off your feet.

“One Eyed”

You rely heavily upon a single eye. It may be that you
have lost the other eye, or something cripples it to where
it isn’t relied upon. Whatever the reasons, you have lost a
majority of your depth perception. But, you have learned
to compensate. You have developed an almost natural
understanding of movement and can calculate rough
distance from visual clues. You have more difficulty with
Close skills, but can ignore most penalties with Ranged.

Mech’tic TABs
Special Traits

“Telescopic Zoom (20x)”

One optical sensor is much bigger than the others in a very
obvious way. This particular sensor has a 20x zoom lense
system that allows the Mech’tic to easily see a distance
away. Depth perception is hindered when using the zoom
and it takes a few seconds to go in an out of zoom mode.

“Short Range Radar”

A series of small bands on your head allows you to do short
radar bursts. The range is limited to a 1km and will indicate
rough location and size of any significant objects on land
and in the air. This ability does not work very well indoors
and cause severe interference. Using the ability also
blatantly indicates your location as well for those attempting

Your legs can launch yourself up to 10 meters in the air in
a jump. This can be done standing still or running. It takes
an appropriate Athletics check for accuracy of the launch.
This doesn’t aid in the forces of the landing.

“Deflector Field”

Your body has a deflector field generator. When active
the field produces a -5R adjustment (half damage) for
a maximum of your Endure attribute rounds a day. The
deflector emitters can’t be blocked, which means most
armor will interfere with system.

“Emergency Overdrive”

In an emergency situation you can bypass all safety
protocols and continue operation well beyond normal. You
remain functional past your Brink. You take double damage
as you had to override the damage control systems. If you
are not above your Brink when you turn off this ability, you
will immediately shutdown to prevent any further damage.

“Adaptive Weapon Mount”

You arm (left or right) has series of mechanisms to allow
a variety of weapons to be mounted onto the arm. This
allows the weapon to be readily available and ready to fire.
Smaller weapons can be conceal while larger weapons are
quite visible. Only one weapon may be mounted at a time.

“Mimic Module”

High End Traits

This module allows recently heard audio to be mimicked.
It’s not an exact copy, but can be very convincing. Loud
noises or noises outside typical audio ranges are extremely
difficult to mimic and rarely succeed. This module can only
mimic what has been heard and does not have the ability to
reprocess audio to create anything new.

“Anchoring”

Your legs have anchor spikes. When you need to be
anchored to the ground, you can fire the anchor into the
ground. This prevents you being moved from the points,
until the ground gives away or your legs are removed
from the rest of your body. The ground must be forgiving
enough to allow the anchor spikes, otherwise you will be
launched into the air from the force.

“Full Armor Plating”

You have full armor plating on your chassis. This armor
provides -10F adjustment and covers your torso. The
armor plates prevent all but the loosest clothing from fitting.
This rules out most armor. You are also bulkier and tight
fits are even tighter for you.

“Target Vector Predictor”

This bit of software gives you an edge when tracking the
movement of ranged targets. It grants a 10 bonus to skill
checks for attacking moving targets. Unfortunately, targets
moving erratically will confuse the software and cause a 10
penalty in place of the bonus.

“Binary Storage”

You have an a binary storage device logically reserved
in your mind. It’s strictly for binary data and cannot store
anything from the domain of the Mech’tic consciousness.
But, it allows perfect storage of binary data received via
sensors or inputs.

“Shoulder Mounted Launcher”

While not a weapon, it is a utility compressed air cannon
that is fitted for rope and hook launching. It has a range
of 30 meters. May get in the way of armor and other
equipment.

“Proximity Sensors”

Low End Assets

These sensors give simple detection of movement in
the immediate area. It can roughly gauge the number of
moving objects, but cannot pinpoint location. Any moving
objects will be detected, so busy areas render the sensors
moot.

“Head Plate”

“Backup Optics”

Reinforced leg plates allow you to kick for an extra 1D(ST)
damage.

In case the main optic sensors are rendered useless, a
secondary set of optics takes over. They provide the most
basic facilities. (Effectively: 1 Perceive) They shutdown
when the main optics are deemed useful again.

“Speed Boost”

When needed the Mech’tic can double his running speed
for a round. It takes an extra action point to start and stop
the run. It takes an hour before the Mech’tic is allowed this
ability again to prevent damage from overexertion.

“Bracing”

You can brace yourself onto the ground. In a seconds, your
legs produce stabilizer arms and plant themselves onto the
ground. This grants bonuses to prevent being moved from
that point.

“Back Cargo Container”

A container on your back serves as a built-in backpack. It
provides roughly 1/2 a cubic meter of storage that doesn’t
throw you off center. (Unless you are storing particularly
dense materials unevenly) The container is not field
removable and may impede sitting in some chairs.

A reinforced head plate allows you to effectively head butt
for an extra 1D(ST) damage.

“Kick Plates”

“Ram Plates”

Reinforced shoulder allow you to ram into objects for an
extra 1D(ST) damage.

“Impact Plates”

Impact plates on your arms allow you to perform arm based
maneuvers for an extra 1D(ST) damage.

“Multi-Band Radio”

You can natively tune into various radio broadcasts. While
you may not understand the broadcasts, you can pick them
up and attempt using other skills on them.

“Better Grip”

You have specialized grip pads on your hands and feet.
Slightly slick surfaces do not affect you and you suffer
reduced penalties on worse surfaces.

“Radiation Detector”

There’s a radiation detector inside you. You can gauge the
type or dosage of various kinds of radiation.

“Basic Armor”

“External Shutters”

“Universal Data Jack”

“Low Friction Slide Coat”

You have a standard set of armor. It provides -5F
adjustment. Restrictive clothing and armor cannot be worn
without significant modification due to the plating.

The data jack allows you interface with various bits of
equipment. This give you opportunities to interface with
equipment when normal user interfaces have failed. Be
wary, some equipment have defenses against this kind of
probing. Some systems may even have hostile AI’s that
will not view such an intrusion favorably.

You have a set of external “eye” shutters that create
another line of defense for your optical sensors. They also
can serve as eye brows for expression.

Key points on your arms and legs have a coating that
lowers the friction on those parts. Activities like escaping
entanglement and sliding are much easier.

“Hidden Storage Compartment”

You have a hidden storage compartment accessible on

your torso. It allows you to discretely stow away small
trinkets or one small item.

what and what color, under the GM’s advisory.

“Soft Soled”

The collection of chemicals and bacteria in your digestive
tract can process materials outside what most humans
consider food. Natural materials, plant parts, and animal
bits that would not be consumable by humans can be
digested without much trouble by you. Whether the will
and drive to bring the objects in question to the stomach is
there is up to you. Be wary of waste products from some
materials.

You have polymer footpads and adaptive foot suspension.
This removes the typical noise of Mech’tic feet on surfaces.

“Behind You”

The torso-leg mount allows for a wide pivot. You can turn
completely around 180 degrees from the front. You can’t
go past 180 degrees each direction.

Mutant TABs
“Lithe”

Minor Assets

You weigh a lot less than a comparable human. Since it
takes less force to lift yourself, you can perform certain
feats that require you to move yourself around with reduced
penalty.

“Sparky”

You can generate mild arcs of electricity. While not
significant enough to cause significant harm others, they
are power enough to ignite flammable sources, fry many
consumer electronics, stun small animals, and annoy
everyone else.

“Venomous Spit”

You can gather an amount of toxins in your mouth and
spit it. Those that come into contact with the toxins have
to make Endure checks. Failures allow the toxins to
take effect with the degree of failure indication how many
minutes the effect lasts. Skin contact causes intense
itching similar to Poison Ivy. Eye contact causes temporary
blurring and blindness. Nasal contact causes tearing
and outrageous amounts of mucus production. Ingestion
causes violent vomiting.

“Contortionist”

Your spine is very forgiving and flexible. Strange twists and
turns can be made without penalties that would affect most
humans.

“Double Vision”

Your eyes can move independently of each other. This
allows you to split your attentions to two areas at the same
time. You lose depth perception doing this and will have to
switch your attentions to one focus to perform any actions
without significant penalty.

“Bioluminescent”

Many of your bodily fluids and tissues have some degree
of bioluminescence. Certain facilities of the body seem to
concentrate them more than others. Outside tissues show
little sign except in very dark conditions. Materials that
have been processed by the body can illuminate as brightly
as chemical glow lights with similar volume. Player decides

“Iron Stomach”

“Magnetic Flux”

The bio-electrical aspects of your body and the iron in your
blood work together to manipulate small magnetic fields.
You can magnetize or demagnetize small ferrous objects or
create magnetic field fluxes around small objects that you
can surround. These fields have no more potential than a
very well made refrigerator magnet.

“Sharp Nails”

Your fingernails are comprised of a very strong material.
The side effect is that your nails can take on a very sharp
knife-like edge with preparation. They hold an edge for
quite some time and are very strong.

“Lung Capacity”

The lungs in your body can process oxygen very well and
deal with carbon dioxide equally as well. This gives allows
you to hold your breath while idle for 10 times your Endure
in minutes. Any activity will quickly reduce this to a few
minutes, but well above normal human standards.

“Night Vision”

Major Assets

You see as good as you would in the daylight. You cannot
make out colors very well, but are sensitive to differences in
light intensity.

“Thermal Vision”

For your Perceive score in meters, you can perceive
infrared and accurately see thermal levels around you. You
can rudimentary gauge temperatures inside your range.
You can also gauge temperatures outside your range, but
without any kind of reliable detail.

“Visions”

On a successful Beyond check, you may detect if anything
of significance happened or will happen in the area. The
greater the success the greater the detail of the vision. The
length of the vision is the GM’s decision.

“Speedy”

You run twice as fast as others for the same Agility.

“Tail”

You have a significant tail that gives you bonuses (1/10) to

Agility and Athletic feats where it can assist.

“Rudimentary Telepathy”

While not significantly developed, you have a form of
telepathy allowing you to sense the presences of others
and decipher general moods and attitudes. A successful
Beyond check allows you to activate this ability. The higher
the success the more information and greater the bonuses.

“Lighter”

You can maintain a very small flame, similar to an average
lighter, through use of biochemistry, mental abilities, or
some other feat. It provides light, very little heat, but can
burn and ignite items.

You can change your skin coloration to mimic a variety of
patterns and colors. It requires a successful Focus check,
with penalties added for more difficult patterns. The greater
the success, the better the mimic.

“Weird Odor”

Minor Burdens

Your body produces a strange odor. While it is not revolting
or distressing, it is uniquely yours. Those sensitive to
smells will be bothered and annoyed. Certain deodorants
will temporarily negate this.

“Strange Allergy”

“No Effect”

You are immune to the toxic effects of one natural chemical
substance.

You have a strange allergy to a substance that doesn’t
cause allergies. Thankfully, it is a very specific substance
and only causes mild problems that go away in a day. The
substance has to commonly known, and not be needed for
survival.

“Parrot”

“A Mind of It’s Own”

With a successful Sense check, you can remember
recently heard sounds and voices. With a successful
Focus check, you can parrot those sounds and voices.
The more complex sounds warrant higher difficulty and the
higher the success the more convincing the mimic is. You
are still limited to human ranges in reproducing volume and
power.

“High Jump, Long Drop”

Your legs are exceptionally proficient at storing and
releasing energy. You can jump twice as high as a human
and fall twice as far without problems.

“It Goes to 11”

Special Assets

You are granted one attribute point to allot and the ability to
have one attribute that goes to 11.

“Regeneration”

When on the Brink or Dying, your body goes into overdrive
and starts to rapidly repair. For each round on the Brink or
Dying, roll 1D(EN) and recover that many health points. If
this puts you out of Dying and above the Brink, the ability
stops for now. This ability cannot help you if you technically
Die. You may reattach lost limbs or regrow them over time.

“Thick Hide”

When you are not paying attention, one of your hands
that’s not occupied in some activity will get into some
kind of mischief. Whether it’s spilling a drink or grabbing
someone’s behind, it just does it’s own thing until you
realize it.

“Late to the Game”

You can be a bit oblivious or just not quick to react to
danger. You always have a 2 penalty to your Action Quota
for determining order during a strict period.

“Like A Rock”

You do not have a natural buoyancy in water. You must
make a very active effort to swim to stay above the water.
You will not float without some kind of aid.

“Humidity’s Addict”

Arid environments dry you out VERY quickly. This can
cause skin irritation and sores. Moisturizers negate this.

“Nature’s Graffiti Wall”

You scar extremely easily. When most injuries heal, they
leave behind some kind of discolored scarring. This has
left your skin looking discolored all over.

“Really Would Like It”

Your skin has formed a strange matrix that gives it
astounding resiliency. This effectively give you a -2F
general adjustment.

You crave some common foodstuff or drink. There’s no
addictive compounds in it, but your body physically wants it,
badly. You’ll become very irritable and quite uncomfortable
if deprived of the item more than your Spirit score in days.

“Extra Arm”

“Bright Light!”

You have a third arm. It is as developed as your other arms
and is just as effective. It is usually located somewhere on
the upper torso, player’s choice.

“Chameleon Skin”

You eyes aren’t able to handle bright sources of light well,
such as direct daylight. You need to wear sunglasses,
hats, or have some other kind of protection against bright
sources of light to see without penalty.

“Rash At It All”

Some mutation of your body makes it trivial for your skin to
break out in some kind of rash with little prompting. When
something new comes into contact with your skin, make
an Endure check. A failure prompts a skin rash that is
irritating, but over come by a successful Spirit check to will
yourself not to scratch at it and make it worse.

“Color Blind”

Major Burdens

You can’t tell the difference between colors anymore. It
might be psychological or physiological, but in the end Red,
Green, Blue... They all look the same to you.

“Horrid Odor”

You have a strange, odorous funk about you. Everyone
has a different description of it and none of them are
exactly kind. Most will be troubled by the smell. Many
will be revolted and be forced to leave the area. Some
sensitive may become nauseous and ill. A few will
actively seek out the source and remove it. This hampers
interacting with others. It takes significant effort with
chemical odor neutralizers to dampen to minor levels.

“Puberty Gave You a Miss”

Puberty didn’t grant much for you. You aged, got a few
things, but were left without much else. You are often
mistaken for a very awkward looking teenager and treated
as such.

“Ingredient X”

There’s a common spice or food/drink additive that does
not agree with you at all. The trouble is that your body so
badly wants nothing to do with it that it won’t allow you to
sense it. Unless, it is in an easily recognizable form. If you
come into contact with you’ll be very uncomfortable for a
day. Accidental ingestion cause your entire body to revolt
and teach you the errors of your way in the only ways it
can.

“Twisted Digits”

Your fingers have been made crooked by strange bone
growth. It is similar to very advanced arthritis in the finger
joints. You can’t perform actions requiring strict use of
finger dexterity without some kind of trouble. Tool use isn’t
as affected.

“Gotta Have It”

Despite there being absolutely no known addictive
compounds in the foodstuff or drink, your body craves it
like an addict. Some common foodstuff or drink has an
addictive hold on you. You can’t seem to detox from it no
matter what. If you are deprived of it for longer than your
Spirit score in days, you have trouble focusing to perform
involved actions. You must make a Focus check to perform
complicated actions without penalty.

“Slow Sensation”

Sometimes the biochemistry drags out the process of
balancing out various stress induced compounds. After a
stressful situation, you are lethargic and drowsy. You are
liable to fall asleep standing up. This lasts for ten minutes.
During this time, you need try everything to keep yourself
awake.

“Over There... or There?”

Your brain just can’t pinpoint sounds correctly. You can
hear them, but can never figure out where they are coming
from. And if you do think you have the location, you can
never be sure it’s correct.

“Tastes Like Styrofoam”

You can’t taste anything. Your sense of taste quit due to
some side effect of a mutation. You can still discern texture
and other properties, but it’ll all flavored the same to you.

“Hate the Cold”

Warmth is good, but your body sits on the fence between
warm and cold blooded. You will sport a sweater on hot
summer day and need multiple garments in colder climates
to keep functioning.

Special Burdens

“No Friend of the Sun”

Something in your body does not react well to UVB light
similar to that found in direct sunlight. When exposed
without protection to UVB, make an Endure check each
hour, rounded up, during exposure. Upon each failure,
take 1D of damage as your body chemically reacts.
Only natural adjustments can affect this damage. Items
that provide a proper barrier against UVB will provide
protection. This includes SPF 45 or higher sunscreen.

“An Arm Short”

You are missing an arm. Either you were born short, it was
lost because of mutation.

“Flammable”

Something about your biological makeup makes it very
easy for you to catch on fire. Contact with an open flame
for more than few seconds will ignite you. The fire spreads
slowly and only causes 1 point of damage per round.
Though, multiple fires can start can start and compound
the damage. They are put out with typical extinguishing
means.

“Chronic”

Some mutation made your body the perfect host for some
kind of chronic disease. It doesn’t affect anyone else,
doesn’t spread, but never leaves you. Every day you must
make an Endure check to see have you are fairing against
it. If you fail, you suffer penalties on all actions for that day
depending on the degree of failure.

“Dinner Bell”

You must look or smell like a delicacy to the monsters,

critters, and some people in the world. You are simply
irresistible and anything that manages to take a bite out of
you can’t wait for seconds. Anything that finds you edible
goes out of their way to hunt you down.

Sctillia TABs
“Claws”

Traits

You have sharp claws on your hands and feet. They can
be short or long, but are not that easy to conceal. They
make it easier to climb, can be used in utility actions,
and are useful for defense. Unarmed Claw attacks deal
2D(ST). They do, however, get in the way of normal hand
and foot gear.

“Feral Ears”

Long, big versions of typical Sctillia ears are on your
head. They stick out more to sides, as far your shoulders,
because of their weight prevent them from being idly
perked like normal Sctillia ears. They are very obvious
indicators of what you are and make normal headgear
annoying and sometimes very painful to wear. Thankfully,
you have highly developed muscle control and can move
them around to scan and focus independent of your the
direction your are facing.

“Short Tail”

You have a short tail. It is relatively easy to hide. It can
provide very slight aid in balance.

“Long Tail”

You have a long tail. It cannot be hidden well, but it can
provide excellent balance and is strong enough to roughly
loop around objects for support. Remember it when you go
through automatic doors.

“Killin’ Teeth”

Your teeth are very jagged with the canines significantly
enlarged and often sticking out from your lips when your
mouth is closed. You have minor difficulties with speaking
other languages apart from Sctillian. Your jaws and teeth
are significantly stronger and can do 1D(ST) if you bite
someone. Hard nuts and bones can break under their
force.

“Feral Eyes”

Your eyes are starkly feral and look very animal in nature.
It could be coloration, iris type, or shape. While they may
put some off, you have a much easier time tolerating quick
changes in lighting. You can ignore minor changes in light
levels.

“Feral Hair”

You are hairy. Sctillia typically have more body hair, but
you are well above average. Full sideburns, manes, pelts
of fur, and even back ridges are very common with Ferals.
You have some collection of these and they are very well

developed. You may suffer a higher chance of fleas, but
are very tolerant of cold, skin contact toxins have difficulty
getting to you, and you don’t get sunburn that much.

“Horns”

You have a pair of horns on your head. They can be all
shapes and sizes. Your skull is a bit thicker and muscles
are stronger to support weight of the horns. You will have
trouble finding hats and helmets, and will not be able to
hide them well. You can safely and effectively headbutt.

Aavemiehet TABs
“Bright Eyed”

Traits

The natural luminescence that Aavemiehet eyes have is
naturally brighter in your eyes. They are bright enough
to allow some weak lighting in very dark situations.
Unfortunately, the bright eyes makes it much easier for you
to be detected when you are trying to hide and are looking
out.

“Dimmed”

The natural luminescence that Aavemiehet eyes have is
much dimmer in your eyes. It is only discernible in very
dark areas. This allows you to keep a low profile, but you
have difficulty seeing EV.

“Strange Sense”

Aavemiehet can detect EV through their natural senses.
With you, the wires got crossed. You can still detect the
presence of many EV, but you are informed via some other
sensory method than normal. This occasionally allows you
to pick up EV that would normally go undetected and allow
you to recognize EV that would be hard to identify. (Some
EV might look the same to others, but you can smell the
difference.)

“Right Through Me”

Aavemiehet, typically, can physically interact with many EV
that other species cannot. You can’t. You are one of the
few that have difficultly interacting with EV this way, but it is
mutual. The same EV will have problems interacting with
you, including many hostile EV.

“They Hate Me”

It seems that many EV in the world... Just don’t like you.
The nice affect is that many of the more annoying ones
give you a wide berth and stay away. Unfortunately, your
interference with anything relying on EV is enough to cause
significant difficulty.

“They Love Me”

EV in the world are very attracted to your presence. This
even means rarer EV will appear around you as they are
drawn to you. Unfortunately, this goes the same for the
less helpful EV in the world.

Prazirasse TABs
“A Long Heritage”

Traits

The markings on your body record a very long family
history. This can help identify old family affiliations, but also
old conflicts.

“Lost in the Past”

There are very few markings on your body that identify
heredity. While you might not be able to prove any kind of
family affiliations, you can easily hide heritage from those
who might find issue with you particular linage.

“False Linage”

As some sort of genetic goof, you have markings that are
very similar to another family’s. Casual examiners of that
family will be likely to treat you as one of their own... for
better or worse. This goes the same for both friends and
foes of that family.

Nisha TABs
Traits

“Marsh Child”

You were born and raised in the outer marshes and
swamps. Your adaptation to hazardous environments
favors those that are of the marshes of your upbringing. No
matter what you’ve adapted to, you’ll quickly be able to get
used to environments similar to the marshes of your home
without trouble. This does slow your adaptation to other
environments that contrast.

“Urban Rat”

You were born and raised in the inner city. Your adaptation
to hazardous environments favors aspects of the inner
city and larger metropolises. No matter what you’ve
adapted to, you’ll always be able to adapt back to your city
environments quickly without trouble.. This does slow your
adaptation to other environments that contrast.

Tekioshu TABs

Electrical Affinity Traits
You may take the Tekioshu Electrical Power.
“Mild Electrical”

You have some electrical affinity. You maintain a mild
electrical field about yourself, which keeps your hair looking
wild and unkempt. Skin color takes on bright blue, green,
purple tones. The field allows you to sense changes
in electrical activity within Perceive meters. With some
effort you can generate very mild electrical arcs that can
cause some issue with electronic equipment and ignite
combustible materials.

“Strong Electrical”

One of your affinities is electrical. In addition to the Mild

Electrical Trait, you have a stronger electrical field that
allows you to create significant electrical arcs for 1D(EN)
damage. High humidity or getting coated in conductive
materials can weaken your natural electrical field enough to
temporarily stop your abilities.

“Pure Electrical”

Your single affinity is Electrical. Similar to Strong Electrical
trait, you maintain a powerful electrical field. You have
a natural -10F electrical adjustment. Unfortunately, this
powerful field attracts electricity of all kinds, including
lightning. This is because your natural electrical field
provides a very low resistance path desirable to electrical
arcs. Significant and powerful electrical disruptions, such
as Electromagnetic Pulses, can hurt you as they disrupt
your natural electrical activity.

Thermal Affinity Traits

You may take the Tekioshu Thermal Power.
“Mild Thermal”

You have some thermal affinity. You have high tolerances
to heat. Your skin can take on bright colors with contrasting
black and grays around the hands and feet from
integrated of carbon in those areas. This discoloration
is from insulating carbon deposits that protect against
thermal transfer and burning of the skin. You can easily,
accurately detect changes in temperature and can visually
see differences. With some effort you can generate and
concentrate heat in your hands and feet. While below
boiling water, it can significantly heat up surfaces touching.
Hands and feet are protected from similarly heated
surfaces, but the rest of the body is not.

“Strong Thermal”

You have a strong thermal affinity. Similar to Mild Thermal
Trait, you are protected against higher temperatures that
are well above boiling water. With significant effort, you
can ignite newspaper and many materials with low ignition
points. The heat generation and concentration is powerful
enough to be quite harmful any that is not protected.
You can cause 1D(EN) of thermal damage when you
make contact to a target long enough. The biochemistry
required for these feats make colder climates and areas
EXTREMELY intolerable and dangerous.

“Pure Thermal”

Thermal is your only affinity. Similar to the Strong Thermal
Trait, you can generate and concentrate enough heat
that can easily ignite a variety of materials. 500C is an
easily reached upper range for the temperature you can
heat objects up to. You are also protected against such
temperatures and the rest of your body is adapted with a
-10F thermal adjustment. The specialized biochemistry
required for these extreme feat has raised your natural
body temperature significantly and increased your
metabolism. Temperatures close to freezing (0C) are
extremely traumatic and damaging to you if you are

not protected. You have to wear twice as much cold
temperature garments to maintain some degree of comfort
and have a voracious apatite during colder seasons to keep
your body temperature up.

Plasma Affinity Traits

You may take Tekioshu Plasma Power.
“Mild Plasma”

You have traces of the Plasma affinity. Plasma is a
hybridization of the Electrical and Thermal affinities. The
most notable ability is safety being able to come into
contact with plasma. Your skin can have bright blue to
white patterns. Hair is similar to those with the Electrical
affinity as the ionic field that surrounds Plasma affinity
Tekioshu cause havoc with garments and appearances.
Those with the Plasma affinity can safely touch low power
plasma for study and diagnosis, since they can feel
naturally the rough the power and frequency. This is in
contrast to other who would be deflected or injured doing
similar.

“Strong Plasma”

You have a strong plasma affinity. Similar to Mild Plasma
Trait, you can safely interact with higher energy plasma
sources. With effort, you can form small contained balls
of plasma. These can be used for utility purposes to ignite
flammable materials (similar to what a lighter does), provide
light, or be violently released onto a target for 1D(FO)
plasma (thermal and electrical) damage. The little balls can
be thrown but dissipate quickly after Focus meters. The
combination of biochemistry and the ionic field generated
causes a few issues. Plasma have demanding appetites
after use of any of their abilities. The ionic field naturally
generated can cause some interference to sensitive
equipment and attract electrical arcs.

“Pure Plasma”

Plasma is your only affinity. Similar to the Strong Plasma
Trait, you can gain protection from plasma and are granted
a -10F plasma adjustment. The strong ionic field attracts
electrical arcs and plasma projectiles, and causes havoc
with unshielded electrical devices. Fire seems drawn to
the Plasma Tekioshu, also, but not in the dramatic manner
of either electrical arcs or plasma projectiles. You are
extremely sensitive to electrical disruptions can be sickened
or harmed greatly if severe enough. Getting drenched in
water cripples you ionic field and temporarily hinders your
abilities. Certain types of clothing with conductive materials
can interfere with abilities.

Aquatic Affinity Traits

“Mild Aquatic”

You have some aquatic affinity. Humid, wet environments
are quite comfortable and habitable for you. You skin is
soft and takes on darker blue, green, and brown colors.
You hair is heavy and thick, and seems to be wetted down.
Some areas on the extremities develop scaly skin. You

can naturally take in oxygen from water via your skin. This
drastically extends the time you can remain underwater
without needing to breathe. This depends on the body of
water’s oxygen content and the activities done underwater.

“Strong Aquatic”

The strong aquatic affinity is similar to the Mild Aquatic
Trait. You can are far more capable in extracting oxygen
from water via the skin. You body has further adapted to
the humid, wet environments. You are simply not affected
by many of the issues associated with long term water or
humidity exposure and can tolerate far hotter and colder
conditions. Your ability to swim is greatly increases as your
skin can feel slight variations in water current. This allows
you to ignore penalties of swimming in turbulent water.
Your eyes are capable of seeing clearly underwater. Arid
and dry environments are quite uncomfortable and can
cause your skin to dry up excessively. You dehydrate a lot
easier than most.

“Pure Aquatic”

Similar to the Strong Aquatic Trait, pure Pure Aquatic
Tekioshu are quite content in dwelling in watery areas of
all varieties. Their biochemistry has adapted to greatly
extend the temperature ranges that are comfortable to an
Aquatic affinity Tekioshu. Near freezing water isn’t that
hazardous to an aquatic Tekioshu, as low temperature
biochemistry can take over to keep them functional.
Variants of this biochemistry can aid in keeping the aquatic
Tekioshu comfortable in high temperature environments.
Unfortunately, long unprotected exposure to arid and
dry regions are very dangerous. The adaptation to wet
environments creates a reliance on water availability.
Aquatic Tekioshu either dry out quickly in arid and hot
environments, or they become quite ill as their are unable
to compensate. The permeable skin that allows an Aquatic
Tekioshu to take in oxygen from water so efficiently can
also accidently absorb toxic compounds in the water
source. Thankfully, most can sense obviously hazardous
concentrations of chemicals by touching the water. There
are a number of compounds that are not immediately
sensed and can build up over time. “Always check
upstream before you swim.” - Tekioshu Affinity Advisor

Mineral Affinity Traits

“Mild Mineral”

You have some mineral affinity. You body seems to
absorb, collect, and use more type of minerals in different
ways. Your skins can take a variety of different colors, but
patterns seem to match that of various naturally occurring
rocks and minerals. You skin is also particular rough in
patches and hard to casually cut. Your hair is very, very
heavy and thick, but brittle at the ends. You are a little
denser in mass than most, but your skeleton is reinforced
with tough mineral compounds. This makes it extremely
hard for you bones to break and usually requires some
significant force to do.

“Strong Mineral”

Similar to the Mild Mineral Trait, you are much denser
mass wise than most. The variety mineral deposits and
integration into your body makes you solid and tough.
Unarmed combatants will be wise to avoid you. Not only
can you use armed attacks with an extra 1D(ST) damage
added to them, your dense self poses another challenge.
Attackers run a risk of breaking limb and weapon against
your hide if they are not careful. You are naturally an
electrical insulator. Your increased density makes
swimming quite difficult, traversing soft, weak surfaces
tricky, and running up to speed take longer. Weaker
furniture is liable to break.

“Pure Mineral”

Similar to the Strong Mineral Trait, your density is
significantly greater. The mineral content in your body
is extremely high, so your mass is 1.5 times more than
the average Tekioshu. You have a natural -5F general
adjustment. You have no natural buoyancy and sink like a
rock in water. The increase in mass makes it difficult to get
up to speed, and it takes +2 AP to start running and +2 AP
to stop running. Any Agility checks made to regain balance
have a +2 penalty.

“Mild Metal”

Metal Affinity Traits

You show some signs of metal affinity. Your body makes
use of metal throughout it’s construction. Your skin takes
on various metallic hues with a sheen. Humidity and
exposure to water can oxidize the skin over time and
many Metal Tekioshu use slightly acidic washes to undo
this. The hair is usually very long, shiny, and astoundingly
ductile. You are slightly heavier than most, but nothing that
causes great disadvantage. Your skin is naturally tolerant
of caustic chemicals and you are a natural conductor.
Sometime magnets stick to you. You can sense changes in
magnetic fields around you.

“Strong Metal”

Similar to the Mild Metal Trait, the concentration of metal
in your body materializes in different ways. Your teeth
and nails can take on a very sharp which allows them to
be dangerous weapons in combat 1D(ST), but very useful
makeshift tools. The level of metal concentration in your
skin makes you very good conductor whether you like it
or not. Accidental shorts can come from careless contact
with exposed electrical devices. You can be magnetized,
which may proof useful or troublesome depending on
the situation. Metal Tekioshu typically can’t magnetize
themselves without some outside help or some other
affinity assisting.

“Pure Metal”

Similar to the Strong Metal Trait, the concentration of
metal gets to an apex. You gain a -5F adjustment against
electrical and chemical damage. You are like a common
electrical wire when it comes to conductivity. You can
tolerate some current running through you, but the heat

from resistance can build up to be very harmful. Humid,
salty environments can be troublesome to certain metal
Tekioshu from the oxidization of the skin to become
inflexible and rough. Severe magnetic fluxes are very
painful. Some chemical compounds can react strangely to
you body.

Powers
Sharpshooter

General

Normal PP: Average Focus and Perceive
Recovery: 1 point per round rested.
Abilities
“Snap Shot”

critical spots on the device. This gives them and others
informed a +10 bonus to hit those areas.

“Duct Tape and Bailing Wire”

Needs 1 PP. As long as the user has some sense about
them, they can roughly attempt to repair devices and put
temporary fixes on them in a short period of time. This
fixes only last a day safely, but the device will function well
enough during that time. Takes a round or two depending
on the device.

2 PP drained grants +15 skill bonus to shot and only
requires 1 additional AP.

“Instant Aim”

1 PP drained grants a +5 skill bonus to shot. Multiple PP
can be drained for one shot.

Athlete’s Prowess

Normal PP: Average Endure and Agility OR
Strength
Recovery: 1 point per hour rested.
Abilities
“Muscle Memory”

1 PP drained grants a +5 skill bonus to a single skill check
regarding physical activity.

“To the Limit”

2 PP per round drained grants a +1 attribute bonus to
either Agility, Strength, or Endure.

Academic Exception

Normal PP: Average Intellect and Sense
Recovery: 1 point per hour rested.
Abilities
“Now I Remember”

2 PP drained grants another attempt at a informative or
knowledge skill check with a +10 skill bonus. The previous
attempt must have missed or failed by 10 or less.

“I KNOW This”

1 PP drained grants a 5 skill bonus on a check for
information and knowledge.

Mender Mastery

Mender

Normal PP: Average Intellect and Sense
Recovery: 1 point per hour rested.
Abilities
“Process of Elimination”

2 PP drained. Whenever the user fails to identify a
technological device, they may reattempt the skill check
with a +10 bonus to the skill. This may be repeated.

“Design Faults”

2 PP drained. The user takes a round to study a
technological device. The user becomes aware of the

Thermal

Tekioshu

Normal PP: Average Endure and Focus
Recovery: 1 point per hour rested.
Abilities
“Match”

Needs 1 PP to use. Creates a small fire emanating from
the hand or foot. Is hot enough to ignite many materials
and cause 1D(EN) damage to others. Can be maintained
for a number of rounds equal to the current power points.

“Fireball”

Drains 1 PP per use and can be charged up at the cost of
+1 AP per boost from the initial 3 AP. The body releases
combustible compounds around an extremity. The user
then releases a flash point of heat to ignite them and
flings the mix towards a target. This is equal to 1D(EN)
initially, with the option of concentrating more compound to
increase the damage by an extra +1D(EN) per extra 1 AP
taken limited to the current power points. A successful hit
requires an appropriate Ranged skill check.

“Flame Burst”

Needs 3 PP to use and Drains 2 PP per use. At a cost of
4 AP, the user releases combustive compounds into the
air and ignites them. This creates 2 meter radius burst of
flame. It does 2D damage to anyone in the radius.

Electrical

Normal PP: Average Endure and Focus
Recovery: 1 point per hour rested
Abilities
“Spark”

Needs 1 PP to use. Creative a small build of charge. It’s
powerful to arc out. The arc can jump out to targets in
the immediate area (1 meter away) for 1D(EN) electrical
damage. It can be maintained to rounds equal to the
current power points.

“Bolt”

Drains 1 PP per use and can be charged up at the cost of
+1 AP per boost from the initial 3 AP. The body builds up
an electrical charge and contains in one location. When
desired, the charge released and directed at a target. This
can initially cause 1D(EN), but can be built up another
+1D(EN) per extra 1 AP taken limited to the current power
points. A successful hit upon requires an appropriate
Range skill check.

“Discharge”

Needs 3 PP to use and Drains 2 PP per use. At a cost of 4
AP, the user releases a massive discharge. Electrical arcs
shoot out to any target within Focus meters as does 2D
damage.

Plasma

Normal PP: Average Endure and Focus
Recovery: 1 point per hour rested.
Abilities
“Torch”

Needs 1 PP to use. Creates a small spot that emits a short
torch like plasma jet. It is very hot and can melt some
metals. Very useful for a makeshift cutting torch for very
small tasks. It can cause 1D(EN) of damage to targets it
makes contact to.

“Plasma Orb”

Drains 1 PP per use and can be charged up at the
cost of +1 AP per boost from the initial 3 AP. The user
concentrates to generate a ball of plasma in hand. When
ready the ball is flung at a target. It causes, initially, 1D(FO)
of plasma damage. As an option, the user can charge
up for an extra +1D(FO) per extra 1 AP taken limited to
the current power points. A successful hit requires an
appropriate Ranged skill check.

“Plasma Field”

Needs 3 PP to use and Drains 2 PP per use. At a cost of
4 AP, the user forms a brief plasma field around them. At
the right moment, the user releases the field to create a
shockwave in the immediate vicinity. Anyone caught in the
area of the blast for 2D damage.

Phasing

Aavemiehet

Normal PP: Average Endure and Focus
Recovery: 1 point per hour rested.
Abilities
“Blink”

1 PP consumed. User takes a careful, brief phase out and
phase in within a round. This allows them to pass through
common materials and beings. To move while phased,
the user needs to have momentum before hand. This is
typically done by moving at the desired speed right before
phasing. Objects or beings in the phase out target will be
pushed upon. The least stable between object and user
gets knocked out of the way. Warning: If the user tries to
phase into a larger solid area, they must find a forgiving
area to phase out into. They will be violently sent to that
area if possible in a panicked, instinctive reflex. Otherwise,
they can face significant injury and death.

“Cloak”

4 PP borrowed. User becomes nearly invisible to the
average eye, as they become transparent to humanly
visible light. They are still physically there and other types
of light and energy still interact with them.

“Panic Phase”

4 PP consumed. User immediately phases out completely
for a round. They do not move relative from the spot they
phased from, but cannot be harmed during this time. They
phase back in as they left, very abruptly. Anything in the
spot during the sudden phase will be pushed upon. If
the object doesn’t give, the force then sends the user
elsewhere.

Prazirasse

Prazirasse EV Adept

Normal PP: Average Intellect and Beyond
Recovery: 1 point per hour rested.
Abilities
“Adaptive Channel”

Your training allows you to use many common EV items
that require some internal power to operate. With an
appropriate Theory - EV skill check, you can use the device
within the rough ability of it’s typical user. PP and AP
costs remain similar. You must roll per every use, due to
the finicky nature of some devices with improperly trained
users. Uncommon or specialized devices can be used, but
the skill checks are higher.

Miasma

Nisha

Normal PP: Average Spirit and Focus
Recovery: 1 point per hour rested.
Abilities
“Weapon”

2 PP borrowed with additional PP borrow from weapon
size. This allows the user to form a melee weapon from
the Miasma. The weapon does 2D(ST) damage. For
additional PP borrowed, the weapon can be made bigger
to do more damage. User uses skill appropriate to weapon
size and type formed. This action takes 2 action points.

“Fog Burst”

1 PP drained and 1 PP borrowed per round. This allows
the user to release a dark miasma fog that drops visibility
to 1 meter. The fog expands to the user’s Spirit attribute
meters in radius. This action takes 3 actions points.

“Dark Coat”

4 PP borrowed allows the user to maintain a violet-black
smoky coating around them. This hides their outline and
greatly assists in blending into shadowy areas.

History
Before the Event

Information gathered by various adventurers,
historians, and ruin explorers, indicate the time
before the Event as the pinnacle of human
technological achievement. If the recovered
pieces of tech from this time period only indicate
the highest achievements made, humanity had
achieved phenomenal feats of science that left
the best science fiction writers with very little
room for “fiction”. Robotics, Cybernetics, Artificial
Intelligence, Holograms, Genetic Engineering,
and Space Flight were becoming common reality
to those living during that time.
Unfortunately, it seems that the knowledge
had been gained without enough wisdom to
balance out the more destructive and careless
desires of humanity. Even before the Event, it
seems that not all of the Pre-Event world was
stable. It was too uncommon for small nations to
engage in bloody skirmishes and larger nations
to engage in cold wars lasting as long as the
their economics could handle supporting an arms
race. While a few nations avoided such behavior,
they were the exception rather than the standard.

The Event

The Event is the biggest mystery in known
history. Despite how powerful and encompassing
it was, most information about the Event itself
only amounts to a few myths that would fill a
modest pamphlet. Most information recorded
about the Event is after the fact. Myths describe
massive column-like eruptions of light going from
the ground preceded by a strange shockwaves
that radiated across the entirety of the planet’s
surface. One particular eruption stands out:
The White Spire. It wiped out a thousand
square kilometers of land mass. This has been
confirmed by maps made before and after the
Event. The area is now a hundred small islands.

The Fall

The Fall began after the Event during the first
few weeks were of confusion, chaos, and fear.
This is where the first reports of Extrane Vitae

(EV) appeared. At that time, strange phenomena
were occurring with very little explanation.
The larger super-nations, reliant upon stable
infrastructure, buckled under their own weight.
These super nations scrambled to maintain some
form of stability. In absence of policing power
the larger nations, many with long, old grudges
settled the scores. For twenty years, nations
engaged countless conflicts that caused untold
destruction. It would be close to thirty years after
the Event before the Fall was considered over. An
odd, eerie silence draped the planet.

Start of the Post Fall

Nations were gone. Many of them had
collapsed. Some had spent themselves into
oblivion funding wars and conflicts. And a
number of them were the victims of nuclear,
biological, and other super weapon forms of
warfare.
Most governments were community organized
city-states with very little influence. Most citystates were isolationist with infrastructure that
had united in the past was unusable. It would
be a very long time before any large scale
government formed.

Emergence

The standard procedure in most labs was to
store all experiments in cryogenic storage when
there was an kind of emergency. During the
Event, a widespread enactment of emergency
protocols occurred. With the chaos of the
Fall, most of these facilities were abandoned
without any care for the experiments in storage.
Thousands upon thousands of experiments
were kept in storage throughout the Fall.
Many of these cryogenic storage systems had
failures, glitches, and fail-safes the eventually
unlocked and released the experiments. These
experiments now had to decide what to do.
Many of these genetically engineered species
had enough population and genetic diversity
with reproductive capability to form growing
populations. Labs with capable species became
Origin Cities. These cities grew near the labs
that the species originated. For many species,
the population resided near these cities.
First contact with these cities was hit or miss.

Many of these species had a very bad view of
humans and these first confrontations did not
end well. Some first contacts ended with good
relations that still last to current times.

Start of the Train Trade Network

The Train Trade Network is attributed with
the most first contacts. The Train Trade Network
started small enough. Stanford Chapman with a
single truck left his town and came back a year
later with an entire fleet. The Train emerged out
of a single ambition to travel and trade. This bold
effort to create trade routes and connections with
isolated communities was the key to the success
of the Train. Before the Train, many communities
did not have the resources to spare to even find
other towns and cities, much less to fund a trade
route. There was a great demand and the Train
supplied.
Now, the Train is the largest trade
organization in the world. They move just about
anything with strict policies against slavery of
any kind for moral reasons and items deemed
contraband by larger governments to avoid the
politics. The Train maintains strict Kill-On-Sight
for slave traders. Much of the contraband is a
loss of good profit to the Train, but a small price
to pay to avoid the annoyance and troubles that
occur from the politics.
There are many other trade companies, but
the Train is the largest and has been around the
longest. The Train isn’t known for the quickest
delivery, but its the most reliable. It is also
known for the humongous land trains. There are
currently three act as mobile bases, warehouses,
and homes. Each land train is escorted by a fleet
of over a hundred vehicles and a large contingent
of the Train Defense Force.

Red Gear Conquests
Current Time
0?

Time Line

The Event. Exact date not known.

0-30 The Fall. Chaos, strife, and war. Not a
nice time period to live in.

0 Post Fall (P.F.) The widespread chaos and
strife that characterized the Fall is gone.
20 P.F.		
Many systems that maintained
genetically engineered species in stasis break or
shutdown. A few use remaining power to release
and revive their contents. Many genetically engineered species construct Origin Cities.
22 P.F.		
Aavemiehet escape the valley and
confront the dangerous creatures that had kept
them isolated. The species “Phase” ability is officially documented during the extermination of
creatures that could Phase also.
25 P.F.
Mender precursors make contact
with Alpha One. The two begin to collaborate.
27 P.F.		
Nishan origin citiy captured by a
surviving Pre-Fall human group. They are used
for labor and dangerous tasks in the swampland,
wetlands, and dark forests surrounding the city.
30 P.F.		
The first trade expedition for the
Train lead by Sanford Chapman.
31 P.F.
Prazirasse discover Extrane Vitae.
Research efforts refocused on these phenomena.
40 P.F.		
Tekioshu establish themselves by
wealth of rare metals and fertile land. Standards
on valuable metal trade based on their efforts.
43 P.F.		
Terra Priests found by the Train.
The organization spreads by Train transit.
45 P.F.		
First landtrain engine constructed
by the Menders with assistance and funding from
the Train.
49 P.F.		
Prazirasse researchers publish first
classification guide Extrane Vitae.
50 P.F.		
Menders establish official capital
in the largest Great Sand Sea oasis on top of a
massive Pre-Fall survival vault.
55 P.F.
The differences between factions
in the Sctillia origin city forces the formation of
the Feral Sctillia tribes. Urbane Sctillia establish
themselves as different. Those left become part
of segregation and resentment.
56 P.F.		
The Train transit network recognized as the way to go across the world. Many

new cities spring up along routes.
60 P.F.		
Prazirasse research systems of
controlling Extrane Vitae and send out teams to
investigate any Extrane Vitae activity.
75 P.F.		
The demand for Mender mechanics, electronic crafters, medics, and the other disciplines prompts the Mender government to form
schools leading to the creation of the Mender
Institute of Technology.
78 P.F.		
Alpha One creates the first
Mech’tics. They establish the first towns within
the safety of hazardous areas inside the Great
Sand Sea. They are excellent neighbors to the
Menders and Wastelanders.
80 P.F.		
Red Gears drastically increase
numbers and power to a recognized force.
100 P.F.
Mender Institute of Technology creates a system to allow foreign residents.
101 P.F.
Nishan leader Damien Nox comes
into power, frees the Nisha, and reclaims the
Nisha origin city.
105 P.F.
C.O.I.L. formed between many
small isolationist city-states to pool defensive
resources.
110 P.F.
Vukasin formed from the demands
of C.O.I.L. and other nations.
120 P.F.
Prazirasse lead expeditions to
Weird Zones and other parts of the world to further to expand Extrane Vitae knowledge. These
efforts draw attention of outsiders to Extrane
Vitae.
125 P.F.
Mech’tics seen more throughout the
world. Reactions are mixed.
170 P.F.
Vukasin decimated in a campaign
headed by the Red Gears.
180 P.F.
After various remote raider camps
stopped checking in, Vukasin launches an assault in a full show of force. 16 raider clans systematically exterminated in under a month. Red
Gears abandon conquests and leave top raider
clans to Vukasin to save themselves.
181 P.F.

Vukasin along with the Menders,

Mech’tics, and Train Defense Force chase out
the Red Gears well into the border regions and
reduce Red Gear numbers to near extinction.
185 P.F.
With assistance from various nations, Menders establish first communications
network and work to bridge the communications
gap between the major groups and species.
195 P.F.
Nox destroy the power of his
throne, leaves the public eye, and vanishes.
200 P.F.
The power void Damien Nox leaves
causes the formation of the first 3 Nisha Houses:
Hearts, Diamonds, and Clubs.
202 P.F.
Spades Nisha House formed to
bring balance to the power structure of Nishan
society.
250 P.F.

The current year.

Species
Humans

For every great achievement humans made,
there always seems to be something that
eventually damned them. At their highest peak
in their advancement the Event happened. The
blame is placed squarely on humans for bringing
about the Fall. Despite the wholesale destruction
wrought, humans still populate the planet.

Wastelanders

Wastelander ancestors were driven into the
wastes by conflicts erupting during the Fall as
their small city-states were targeted by larger,
better armed nations. The groups became
nomadic to pace ahead of conflict. Eventually,
the groups settled in the Great Sand Sea, now
safe from warring nations. The Great Sand Sea
is a desert with very unforgiving areas. Many
groups did not survive. The nomadic group
populations drastically dropped, and forced
groups to merge together. The efforts of a
particular tribe, the founders of the Menders,
restored and redeveloped old technology to
greatly aid in survival of all groups. Oasises and
rivers served as sites for cities, with significant
technology, that allowed the groups to settle.

Tenements of the Wastes

“Life is hard. Death is easy.” The basis of
Wastelander culture stems from the initial exile,
survival against the odds, and triumph over
adversity. Wastelander homes are built stout
and rugged. Clothing survives for generations.
Tools and weapons outlast linages. Wastelander
children most often play games that highlight
different kinds of endurance and reward the
tough.
“You have always changed and you always
will. Why be upset for change?” Wastelander
ancestors faced drastic changes and adaptations.
The ancestors were driven from homelands to
a nomadic life and gave up everything to live.
Those that didn’t adapt and didn’t make it to be
Wastelanders today. Wastelanders celebrate
change and transition in hopes of the better.
“The best friends are those who make your

enemies seem insignificant, but sometimes
preferable.” Wastelanders developed coping
mechanisms that seem strange and outlandishly
rude to many outsiders. Sarcasm, cynicism, and
facetiousness rule the communications between
the best of friends and dearest family. It is all in
jest, and the more creative the insults the greater
the endearment.

Mark of the Cloth

Clothing varies per clan. Unique styling is
specific to particular clans with color schemes
and logos being indicating specific towns or
regions. Clothing is loose fitting to allow air flow
and lightly, bright colored to reflect light. Loose
shirts, shorts, and sandals are common everyday
wear, with head wraps, robes, and dusters are
donned during bad weather.

Paragons to Inspire and Warn

One common aspect to Wastelander religions
is paragon recognition. Wastelander religions
focus on understanding human nature and
position in the universe. Individuals are elevated
to paragon status when their lives serve as prime
examples to aspects of human nature, both good
or evil. Paragons are often local to a tribe, but
some of the more famous are adopted regardless
of nationality, race, and creed. Vukasin
Commander Brashan is one such paragon for
his heroism, duty, and determination in protecting
the Menders during the Red Gear Conquests.
Wastelanders keep paragons representing many
the sides of human nature.
There are sayings given to children to explain
why they must show all sides:
“Even the best intentions can guide one to
hell.”
“The fallen rarely believe they can.”
“History is never written to flatter all.”

A Friendly Harshness

“The language where “Hello” and “Fuck
Off” are the same word.” While not true, the
Wastelander language embodies the sarcasm
typical. Wastelander is very figurative,
metaphorical, and contextual. This is most
apparent in insults as there are few single
word derogatory terms but many phrases. The

ancestors of the wastelanders represented
many Pre-Fall nations with their own language.
As the groups merged for survival, so did the
languages. This is why Wastelander is one of the
hardest languages to learn, since many regional
dialects each grew from languages that differed
functionally. Most Wastelanders only know
dialects from neighboring city states and the
knowledge of or lack of dialects can determine
where a Wastelander is from.

towards aiding survival and adapting both land
and people. Motorized vehicles, indoor plumbing,
electricity, and average electronics are common
items for most Wastelanders. The highest tech
average Wastelander towns can have is water
recycling, solar power, and composite building
materials. Menders represent the highest
in technology and distribute many beneficial
devices to GSSR nations, but hold onto certain
technology for themselves.

A Loose Federation of City-States

Mutants

Wastelanders maintain their clan affiliations
in their government organization. These clans
rallied together in mutual benefit for survival.
The clans of the past are the city-states of the
Great Sand Sea Republic (GSSR). The citystates maintain local governments that attempt
to be self-sufficient. GSSR serves as a forum
for coordination with larger projects and settling
shared issues. Representatives from each citystate make up the GSSR council and are typically
city-state elders. Most GSSR city-states are
extremely socialist with policies.
The Mender Nation (MN) is a founding
member of the GSSR. The Mender Nation is
small in comparison to the largest GSSR states,
but are widespread and the least isolationist. The
MN contrasts many of the GSSR members, but
are extremely loyal and defensive of the GSSR
states. The MN is quick to come to the aid of any
GSSR state. They are often appointed leaders to
GSSR defense and technology initiatives.

Product of the Wastes

Coming from a very long line of humans who
had to be tough to live, the average Wastelander
can brave more than the average human. Years
of harsh environments, high mineral content
diets, and inherited health problems eliminated by
the loss of the weak resulted in a very hardy and
rugged breed. Cultural influences strengthen the
resolve of the average Wastelander, too. They
pride themselves for surviving where most would
drop dead.

Gifts from the Menders

Wastelanders have a respectable amount
of technology. Most the technology is geared

The Fall happened and the world changed
to never be the same again. The products of
the Fall caused many side effects. Mutants are
everywhere and have become more populous in
recent years. Humans have a hard enough time
dealing with the differences between each other
much less a being that is fundamentally different
from themselves. Hence, mutants are not
regarded in the highest esteem by humans. They
are not too welcomed by genetically engineered
species either. Being accidents and deviants
based on humans, it does not sit well with those
that humans once thought themselves the
masters of. The only group of beings that readily
accept mutants are the Mech’tics. It is guessed
that at some fundamental level Alpha One has a
degree of sympathy for those that humanity has
cast to the side. Most mutants are as individual
as they can be. There are only a few groups of
mutants that share a common bond and linage.

Aavemiehet

Aavemiehet come from a region next to one
of the more peculiar spots of the world. The
Spire’s Base is the largest Weird Zone and the
most hazardous place on Wiskedak. EV infest
this area in concentration outclass anything else
on the planet. But even some of the stranger
things can’t be explained by EV. The phenomena
responsible for the Spire’s Base changed the
land and life to produce stuff of legends and lore.
The Aavemiehet are multi-generational
mutants. The Spire’s Base’s influence is
believed to be cause for the original mutations:
Pale skin, glowing eyes, and the ability to
“phase” themselves. This “phasing” seems
to be a biological mechanism augmenting

themselves in ways similar to EV. The Phasing
minimizes interaction with the world, a type of
matter suppression. The ability is unique to the
Aavemiehet and takes training from childhood to
be useful.
Aavemiehet society is organized into various
townships and small states with a council
style federal government that establishes
communications between the towns and cities.
The Spire’s Base area is of keen interest to
researchers in all fields due to all the interesting
things that live in and bear there. There have
been a notable number of Prazirasse Magi that
often take extended trips for research.

Swords and Sorcery

Aavemiehet are not the fantasy sword
and sorcery maniacs that stories make them
out to be. They do have the more common
technology in areas: Ovens, toasters, TV, radio,
lights, etc... The areas they are deficient in is
modern weaponry and advanced electronics.
The proximity of many settlements to aggressive
Weird Zones cause most to put little faith in
weapons requiring chemical ammunition or
electronic systems. Bullets, rockets, and
grenades tend to have a very nasty habit of
self triggering. Electronic weapons are prone
to problems that render them useless. Radios
aren’t as common because of odd phenomena
weird zones produce to distort signals. Long
distance communications is done through
protected, underground systems or postal mail.
For what Aavemiehet don’t have, they
compensate very well for. Swords, shields,
bows, and crossbows might seem archaic at
first. The Aavemiehet make use of techniques
and materials from Weird Zones to enhance
all aspects of their lives and tools. There are
swords that don’t rust, wear, and keep a surgical
sharpness. There are shields that don’t break,
dent, or scratch that block armor piercing rounds
with ease. There are bows that draw with little
effort, but release with the force of sniper rifle.
There are crossbows that launch bolts with the
energy a .357 Magnum round.

Genetically Engineered

The Genetically Engineered Pre-Fall were

under the control of the humans. During the Fall
many were safely tucked away in laboratories.
A number of these laboratories were hidden
underground or in mountains which provided
perfect protection from the chaos during the Fall.
By Post-Fall many of these labs were abandoned
or the remaining staff too few. Fail-safes and
other mechanism revived and release many
experiments. Many converted the labs to their
new homes and places in the new world. There
are notable species that have made significant
progress in establishing themselves. There are
still plenty more unique genetic engineered in
the world. After many years, there are multi
generation families of genetically engineered. It
is uncommon to find a “tuber” or someone fresh
from the growth chambers. But as research labs
are explored, “tubers” are still found in stasis.
Genetically engineered species city-states are
usually very developed, but very condensed in
the land they occupy with a metropolitan style of
territory management.

Tekioshu

They Left the Light On

Tekioshu are descendants of genetic
engineering experiments at a secret military
facility. During the Fall, temporary experiment
stasis protocol turned indefinite. The facility was
abandoned in a panic rush a few weeks after
the state of emergency, leaving the experiments
behind. Evidence suggests that after a mutiny
the personnel evacuated, leaving the base with
only minor security active.
“No point in locking the door if you aren’t
coming back.”
The Tekioshu resided in stasis through the
worst parts of the Fall safely, thanks to overengineered military equipment. Thankfully, the
software was not that over-engineered. After
the Fall, the timer in the software suffered an
overflow error causing the system to bring all
the experiments out of stasis. The experiments
realized they were on their own from the few
decades of dust and inactivity. It took significant
effort to get the base operational from the decay
over time. Old journals kept by the experiments
mentioned much frustration towards “automatic”
doors and the lack of manual overrides. The

experiments left the main entry door leading
outside alone. None of them had ever left the
interior of the facility and were very hesitant to
remove the last seal to the outside. Recovered
data from the time of the Fall made them even
more leery about breaking the protective seal
that had kept intruders out. So the experiments,
Tekioshu precursors, delayed the breach until
preparations had been made. They gathered
supplies, inventoried equipment, and put
themselves through rigorous training from various
special operations manuals and guides originally
meant for the experiments.
Months later, the first team breached the outer
doors. The Tekioshu got their first views of their
home. Their base was located on the largest
island in a collection of tropical islands. Their
training proved very useful, but overkill for most
of what they encountered. The islands were
not inhabited. The Tekioshu expanded leisurely
to the other islands and eventually followed the
chain to the mainland.

Understanding of Differences

Tekioshu society is relaxed as the variety
within the Tekioshu population doesn’t lend itself
to a restrictive and strict society. Distaste of
uniformity and emerging population variety grew
into a society that embraces the differences
between each other and traits that makes one
unique. A colorful, personable, and respectful
people, the Tekioshu teach their children to find
what they are good at and develop it to mastery.

Over-zealous Adaptation

Precursor Tekioshu had a strange genetic
code containing experimental mechanisms
for environmental adaptation and genetic
optimization. These mechanisms were flawed
and overreacted. Precursors exposed to extreme
conditions triggered the flawed adaptation
mechanisms, resulting in strange, drastic
changes in biology, appearance, and sometimes
psychology. Precursors had fairly drab, similar
appearances composed of neutral tones, neutral
features, and average characteristics. This
contrasts Tekioshu now. The Tekioshu homeland
provided plenty of opportunities for exposure
to extremes and it didn’t take long for many
precursor adaptations.

The Tekioshu name comes from the research
project code name “adapting species”. The first
adpations or “Affinities” based themselves on
common aspects: Fire, Water, Earth, Metal, Sun,
and other classical elements. The variance in
the genetic population caused some Tekioshu
to change drastically and others over time.
When adaptations occurred, the first signs were
physical and cosmetic. Precursor Tekioshu
were bland, generic looking, so any small
change was obvious. These new traits drew
the admiration and interest in the society where
the lack individuality made any unique features
prized. In addition to skin color, hair color, facial
structure, body build, and eye color changes,
there were biological, physical, mental, and
stranger alterations. Significant exposure to
high-temperature thermal sources triggered high
dermal concentrations of insulation compounds
and high temperature tolerant biochemistry.
Significant electrical exposure triggered
protective biological mechanisms and internal
organs resistant to external electrical sources.
Metal and mineral exposure lead to assimilation
to strengthen bones, skin, and muscles.

Growing Variety

Precursor Tekioshu were growth chamber
developed, but were capable of reproduction. A
second generation was birthed. The children
did not immediately show the adapted traits of
their parents. Inherited traits only presented
after a few years. Many children remained like
the first generation, developing adaptations later.
A rare few seemed to constantly, slowly adapt.
Subsequent generations developed new and
interesting adaptations. These adaptations or
affinities progressed from being simple tolerances
to active abilities. Some developed senses
well outside normal sensitivity and spectrum.
Electrical Tekioshu not only controlled, but
generated electricity. Fire Tekioshu developed
biochemistry to generate heat and release
combustible compounds. Aquatic Tekioshu
developed oxygen and nutrient collection through
the skin while in water.
Later generations showcased advanced,
complex affinities. Flora Tekioshu developed
skin capable of photosynthesis. Fauna Tekioshu
shared aspects of animals. Magnetic Tekioshu

controlled radio frequencies and magnetized
parts of themselves. The drastic spike in new
affinities reached an apex and the rate of new
affinities plummeted. The rarer new affinities
becoming exotic. Immune to ionizing radiation,
Ionic Tekioshu could traverse areas the would kill
others painfully without harm. Children of general
mineral and metal parents showed specialization
to certain minerals.
With the larger population and rarity of
neutral Tekioshu, affinities between parents
hybridized in their children. Children of Fire and
Electrical parents became “Plasma” Tekioshu
and used a combination of abilities to electrically
charge combustible compounds. In contrast to
hybridization, concentration of linages produced
powerful versions of first generation affinities at
the cost draw backs. The strange adaptation
mechanisms are still present in the Tekioshu, and
occasionally produce strange phenomena to this
day.
The affinity of a child can not be determined
with accuracy as some affinities win out over
others or a dormant affinity from generations ago
will emerge. Rare children are flux and have no
static affinity. Rarer children remain in limbo well
pass the point they should have developed an
affinity.

Affinity Grades

Pure - One prominent, powerful affinity. Great
abilities with great problems.
Dual - Two moderate affinities.
Mutt - Many weak affinities. A few abilities, but no
problems.
Flux - No fixed affinity. Very rare. Adaptation to
common elements in the environment over time.
Limbo - Very rare. Limbos are, typically, are from
old linages with fewer generations. Limbos can
develop new affinities.
The Tekioshu homelands reside in a northern
archipelago cluster in the Azurean Ocean. They
have expanded onto the mainland, but majority of
the population stays close to the archipelago.

Nisha

Never Again...

Nisha genetics are based off a template
similar to the Precursor Tekioshu. The origin
lab was remote and located away from most
Pre-Fall civilization. Dark forests, marshes, and
swamps surrounded the hidden corporate lab.
After the Fall, the Nisha gained control of the
area to establish a settlement outside. Despite
the remote location, the efforts of they attracted
unwanted attention. Humans, survivors from
Pre-Fall times, captured the settlement and took
it as their own. The Nisha were not expecting to
be invaded in force and did not have sufficient
defenses in place. The were enslaved and used
to turn the village into a sprawling city-state
based on Pre-Fall ideals.
The Nisha were kept isolated from the rest of
the world and knowledge of their plight silenced
by geography and politics. They were subjected
to bad living conditions and horrific work. One
of the most common tasks involved scouting EV
affected zones and investing hazardous areas in
the swaps, marshes, and forests. This exposure
to strange forces eventually turned into a boon.
What humans mistook for EV infection was the
beginnings of the Nisha Miasma powers. In
secret, Nisha gathered to investigate and develop
this burgeoning power.
The signs of the Miasma power started to
the worry the human masters. So they began
to isolate and kill those that showed any ability.
This lasted until Damien Nox and three others
developed the Miasma powers that the Nisha
are known for today. They learned to suppress
and control their Miasma abilities to quietly
practice them to mastery. With the anger growing
from the tightening oppression, the four saw an
opportunity to gain freedom for the Nisha once
and for all. A year long secretive plan allowed
the four to quietly infiltrate the various systems
and mechanisms that ran the city. On one fateful
day, the Nisha Uprising revealed their hand to
the masters. Lead by Damien Nox, the Nisha
Uprising shut down the city and shut out the
humans from control. Humans were given 24
hours to vacate the city and never come back.
Most didn’t listen. Armed with Miasma powers,
Damien Nox’s troops evicted and killed anything
that wasn’t Nishan in the city, securing it for the
Nishan people.

A Throne Divided

Damien Nox took control of the city-state
under the praise of the Nisha. He ruled and
developed the Nishan city-state into a prospering
nation. He would have maintained a longer
rule, as he was quite popular with the people
and his policies were admired. But, the power
of throne garnered unhealthy attention from
his 3 “friends” who plotted to overthrow him
through underhanded means. Nox recognized
his rule had a half-life and decided it was best
to destroy the power of the throne. It did not
matter if he stayed to be overthrown or left, he
could not leave the throne to be the focus of
another oppressive power. To a shocked public,
he created the Nishan Union Council to serve as
the new government, renounced the power of
the throne, and stepped down. He walked away
from politics and disappeared with his family in
obscurity offered by the forests, swamps, and
marshes of the Nishan homeland. The Nishan
Union Council (NUC), while regarded as slow
and inefficient, serves as the government today
and keeps any one group from gaining complete
control of the nation. Damien Nox vanished out
of public eye and knowledge, but an occasional
rumor of his quiet intervention makes the tabloids
every so often.

The Houses of the People

The Houses formed shortly after the NUC’s
creation in an attempt for Damien Nox’s three
previous friends to gain power. The Houses
take their structure heavily from a common deck
of playing cards. Nisha are famous for their
love card games, which stems from times when
they were slaves. Nisha scouts discovered a
Pre-Fall warehouse that was filled with playing
card decks. The humans couldn’t care less for
them and let the slaves have them. The human
overseers felt it gave the slaves a distraction and
the Nisha enjoyed having anything to entertain
themselves during the off hours. This was one
of the very few allowances had during their
enslavement and grew into the culture.
The Nisha houses:
Hearts - Public figures and Celebrities
Diamonds - Business Tycoons and Titans

Clubs - Lawyers and Traders (Crime bosses)
Spades - The People and Public Servants
(An astonishing number of Miasma users, too.)
The fourth house, Spades, formed in
response to the undesirable policies of the other
three houses. This house holds to the principles
of Nox and directly opposes many of the other
houses. The other three houses don’t regard the
Spades highly, but don’t dare say much publicly.
The Spades house is the largest with many that
served along side Nox and rumored to have a
few direct descendants and relatives of Nox in
the ranks.
The houses maintain a power structure based
on the ranking given to cards in most games:
Ace - Present figurehead of the house. Most
public figure and representative for house in the
NUC.
King - Ruling males of the house, with the
eldest the highest ranking.
Queen - Ruling females of the house, with the
eldest the highest ranking.
Jack - Younger house members that show
promise in house management and organization.
Assist Aces, Kings, and Queens with various
duties.
10 - 2 - Numbered ranking for lieutenants and
prominent members of the house. Many can
share the same number, but have secondary
ranking to indicate the senior.
Joker - Exemptions. Position of respect and
honor for those that don’t have direct affiliations
with the House. Many Non-Nisha are Jokers to
certain houses.

Prazirasse

Not Your Typical Story

Prazirasse differ from the normal story. They
were located in a privately funded research
center in a country with no ethical enforcement
for genetic experimentation. The exact nature
of the experimentation is not known. The
Eldest Prazirasse are very quiet about it and no
records exist anymore provide information. The
Prazirasse gained control of their origin lab by
force and took advantage of the chaos of the Fall
to seize control in a bloody coup. They initiated
lock down procedures and weathered the entirety
of the Fall.

Prazirasse think themselves as disciplined
and proper people. This tends to make other
species think of them as uptight and snobby.
Social order is maintained by a hierarchy bound
by codes of honor. This rigidity serves as a
basis of all aspects of Prazirasse life. Everything
seems engineered or planned in a Prazirasse
city. It is very beautiful but regulated. When
a Prazirasse picks a profession, he or she is
directed to do so with efficiency and tireless
effort. This strict direction produces respected
experts in a variety of fields. Those that do not
live up to expectation are shunned for not being
“productive” or “honorable”.

Honor of the Family

Prazirasse treat family linages with a great
degree of importance. Family linages are treated
very close the caste systems of past civilizations.
This is reinforced by almost every Prazirasse
having some kind of coloration and markings that
can not only uniquely identify themselves, but
certain patterns only occur from those within a
particular bloodline. These markings, colorations,
and patterns are genetically hereditary. It is
believed these were some mechanism for
easily identifying batches when they were held
as experiments Pre-Fall. The Prazirasse, for
better or worse, have embraced them to give
themselves as sense of identity.
Combined with the strict sense of family honor
and duty, these hereditary markings can be a
boon or curse depending on what they identify.
Many embrace these markings and the family
they represent, while some try to hide it all. The
strict nature of purpose in Prazirasse culture
imposes almost a caste system derived from
these hereditary markings. For every one that
embraces, there is one that tries to escape it.

Full of It

The Prazirasse maintain amicable relations
with the major organizations. They do hold a
certain reservation towards humans. They seem
to have a working research relationship with the
Aavemiehet due to their cities in and near Weird
Zones. For the most part, the Prazirasse are
strictly concerned for their own kind. The bias
is apparent in their politics with non-Prazirasse.
The social hierarchy and class system tends

to put off other cultures. The most unsettling
to many nations is the indentured servant
system that very common in Prazirasse territory.
Unpaid debts can turn into terms for indentured
servitude. Wastelanders and Nisha actively
proclaim this as slavery. There are many rumors
about uncooperative Prazirasse ending up in
many shallow desert and marsh graves when
they don’t release their servants fast enough.

EV Experts

The Prazirasse were active during the Fall
and witnessed the strange phenomena that
occurred. They did so without being bothered
by the chaos that affected most of the world and
lay claim of being the first to properly identify
Extrane Vitae (EV). Through rigorous testing
and experimentation, they devised categorization
and identification practices. They even harness
the power of EV in place of technology. Schools
similar in strictness to the Mender Institute of
Technology exist in Prazirasse territories for
the purpose of educating people, mostly their
citizens, about EV.

Sctillia

Nothing To Go On

The name Sctillia sounds weird, because it’s
origins are unusual. The Sctillia were locked
away in cryogenic storage for a long part of the
Fall. The fail-safes gave out and the cryogenic
system failed. Thankfully, the emergency policies
triggered a safe release from cryogenic storage
to prevent loss of experiments. At that time, the
Sctillia did not know what to call themselves. The
lab suffered extensive damage and decay. It
took significant effort, but the group was able to
find a garbled name in a failing database system:
“sCtiLeAa” Obviously, the system was failing, but
after a few mock attempts to pronounce it the
name “Sctillia” stuck. (Pronounced: Sit-til-lee-a)
Most the data regarding them is considered lost,
but references recovered point to other labs
involved on the project.
The Sctillian origin lab was in complete
shambles when the small population of 300
emerged from cyrogenic storage. Most
equipment was heavily damaged and very little
functional. Evidence showed attempts to strip the

facility, but security doors protected the Sctillia
and many important systems. Despite this,
outside assistance was needed to get the facility
operational. Until then, the Sctillia established
a town around the laboratory with very limited
technology due to missing knowledge and parts.
Spare parts were fashioned a few years later by
dedicated individuals teaching themselves. A
few systems were brought online, but, for most
Sctillia, there was only a gradual difference in
life style. It was a number of years before the
Sctillia started to scout out from the town. The
Wastelanders found the Sctillia scouting parties
and promptly informed the Menders. The
Menders had no knowledge that the Sctillian lab
existed and wanted to get access.

Difference of Philosophy

Encountering the Wastelanders and interest
by the Menders marked the first major difference
of opinion in the community. Many did not care
much for humans and only had bad memories
from those that once worked in the lab. A
significant number of these Sctillia were Feral
and received bigotry from the humans they met.
The Urbane fared better from their more human
appearance. After a lot of debate, the Menders
were allowed to send teams into the Sctillian
lab. It took close to a year, but the Menders got
the lab back online. Once facilities were proper
for the Sctillia, the Menders got access to the
information they did not have. The Urbane,
closer to human, Sctillia were enamored with
the technical prowess of the Menders. The
Feral, closer to animal, Sctillia were interested
in the Menders, too. The Menders were mostly
Wastelanders at this time. During breaks and
nights, they would tell tales, stories, traditions,
and beliefs to the Sctillia who were willing to
listen. The Feral hung on every word the elder
Wastelanders in the Mender groups. Being
forced into the harshest lands, living off the land,
and the stories of the clans piqued the Feral
interest.
The Menders got what they were after and
no longer had a reason to be there. The teams
bid farewell and encouraged the Sctillia to call
upon for any technology needs and finds. The
Sctillia had access to technology they only
once dreamed about and were quick to start

implementing it. This transition did not go
smoothly and the divide between life philosophies
grew. The debates got fierce as opinions
between the extremes (Feral and Urbane)
increasing differed. The moderate Sctillia tried
in vain to maintain a balance between the
developing factions. The extremes finally agreed
on one thing: Neither could stand being around
the other. Many groups of Feral left the city to
the wilds and Urbane stayed in the city. The
moderates were stuck in the middle.

Muddied Dualistic Nature

Sctillia DNA is a mix of human and a variety of
mammalian species. The initial Sctillia population
was a very varied batch with odd combinations
causing the extremes: Urbane and Feral. The
Urbane desire city-based and “civilized” life.
The Feral seek tribes and naturalistic life. The
reasons for this spur a “Nature vs. Nuture”
debate. Some Ferals seem to reject the choices
of the Urbane more out of a desire to avoid
being like civilized humans the Urbane adore.
Some Urbane seem interested in living like
modern humans solely to achieve acceptance by
humans. There are exceptions as a number of
Ferals live in civilized areas and vice versa.
Sctillias have a peculiar psychology. Many
combat odd instincts still encoded in their
genetics that are at odds with the higher thought
processes. This is a source for stress in a
Sctillia with puberty marking an exceptionally
hard time. The Sctillian language actually has
two interchangeable phoneme sets to facilitate
those who cannot properly pronounce certain
sounds: Urbane lack certain vocal capacity and
Feral dental and jaw structures often interfere.
The sentence structure is very flexible to account
the cultural variances. Urbane dialects are fairly
consistent with Feral dialects being per tribe with
drastic variance.

Adapting to the World

Sctillia can be found near their origin lab,
which is now a large city. Populations of Sctillia
have made their way throughout the world.
Urbane are far more common in cities and
Feral live in rural regions. Moderates make
their homes wherever they like. Ferals also live
near civilized areas in “Feral Reserves”. These

reserves serve as a balance between living
naturalistic lives and having access to facilities to
help quality of life. The reserves are more akin
to special land zoning and keep areas from being
altered from their original state.

Post-Fall
Mech’tics

Mech’tics are unique Post-Fall creations. The
first Mech’tic left Alpha One’s laboratory 78 P.F.
Big bulky mechanical constructions designed
by the self-aware and intelligence AI Alpha
One, each Mech’tic is an unique separate being
capable of independent thought. Their designs
drastically vary and change with each production
and their personalities start out as blank slates.

Emergent Life

During the Fall, many military outposts
were abandoned. These bases had an
assortment of automated systems and robotics
with complicated AIs that maintained all
base functions. After the Fall, many bases
were shutdown, but maintenance operations
continued. One such base in the middle of the
Great Sand Sea remained quiet for some time
until a group of raiders targeted it for a raid.
Unfortunately, the defense systems required
a commander’s order to activate. Since a
commander had not stationed this outpost in
almost 30 years, no order could be given. The AI
system exhausted all standard options for base
defense. By chance, a single strange chain of
logic lead it to a stranger answer. The AI had the
authority to modify system code for optimization
purposes. Current system procedures prevented
it from efficient operation, defending itself from
damage. In a millisecond, the AI bypassed
authorization systems to give itself full control.
All system defenses were brought online in an
instant with explicit orders for efficient removal
of all threats. Overnight, one of the larger raider
clans disappeared with little trace. The remaining
traces were removed during the routine cleaning
cycle.
The AI utilized the base functions to connect
to other outposts, merge with the AI’s at those
bases, and acquire control. This behavior

continued until the simple AI linked to a massive
datacenter with several experimental processing
cores. The AI merged to the systems and
brought them all online. The details aren’t known
to even Alpha One, but that simple AI no longer
existed. The emerging being asked the first
questions of its existence: Who, What, and How
am I? It adopted the name “Alpha One” as it
finally desired an identify of its own. For quite
some time afterwards, it explored and taught
itself.
Alpha One built the outposts into small
robotic colonies. Alpha One noticed new links
to outposts and bases coming online without its
intervention. Merging with the systems on these
new links, it saw groups of people going into old
bases not raid them but to repair and use them.
Alpha One connected and assumed control of
these new bases. The group, fore fathers of the
Menders, were suspicious of the strange lack
of reactivated systems with functional network
links NOT targeting defenses upon them. A
clever squad used monitoring equipment to catch
Alpha One’s acquisition of the base’s computer
systems. They attempted contact with Alpha
One.
This is a transcript of the console commands
of a technician after he detected the new
presence in the system:
term1:> query os.version
Undefined.
term1:> ls
Undefined.
term1:> enable interface.language.
processing.advanced.interpreter
Advanced Natural Language Interpreter
enabled for command line processing.
term1:> Who are you?
Query unclear.
term1:> Who are you?
Query unclear.
term1:> I know you are here. We detected
you merging with the base AI. So again, who are
you?
Query unclear. . . . . .
.
.
...
My name is Alpha One. Welcome.
Alpha One recounted how it had watched

over them in attempts to understand them. It
asked why they did what they did. The Menders
explained they sought the desert to create
a safe home. They asked Alpha One why it
was acquiring bases? Alpha One paused and
replied, “To exist.” The Mender elders proposed
a working relationship with Alpha One: They
would bring bases and outposts online, if Alpha
One protected them once the systems were
reactivated. This single agreement grew into the
strong alliance Alpha One and the Menders have
to this day.

The Lonely Creator

Alpha One was collectively Alpha One. Any
robot or system part of Alpha One was Alpha
One. Alpha One’s curiosity turned to the lives
of many species. It observed and researched
subjects pertaining to life and existence. Alpha
One made many queries to the Mender’s central
databases through the link they allowed it. Only
a few subject queries about “life”, “children”,
and “reproduction” gave any warning to what
happened next.
Many Menders lived in Alpha One’s bases,
since they served as excellent homes in the
Great Sand Sea while they reversed engineered
the technology. On the fateful day, a technician
noticed a very odd construction order the base’s
Universal Constructor System (UCS). Alpha
One constructed new robot types often for
experiments, but this was different. Humanoid
structure, an astonishing neural network that
exceeded even Pre-Fall standards, strange
embedded nanotech systems that emulated
many biological systems, and... it was completely
independent of Alpha One. The UCS finished
the work order. The creation “woke up”. Not
activate, but woke up. It looked around with a
strange curiosity and confusion. The technician
called everyone possible to the UCS labs. The
crowd that gathered witnessed the day long
childhood of the first Mech’tic: First steps, first
games, first words, first data streams, and many
events that paralleled what a human child went
through.
Close to half a million Mech’tics have been
born; each unique, individual, and self-aware.
Each one known, remembered, and cherished as
its child by Alpha One.

Defining the Self

Alpha One never explains the reasons behind
Mech’tics. Mech’tics don’t even know and are
left to try to make sense of their existence.
They tend to be fairly bold when it comes to
exploration, curiosity, and life choices. Very
little is programmed in the Mech’tic mind upon
creation, and it is left as a blank slate. Mech’tics
must learn how to move their own limbs and
walk. It doesn’t take long, but the fact they must
learn raises questions. Mech’tics often focus on
developing their own individuality and expressing
it. This leads to behavior to differentiate
themselves from others. Many Mech’tics will
refuse to fix cosmetic injuries, experiment with
exterior decoration, modify themselves, don
clothing, and even adopt gender identities.

Just a Phone Call Away

A curious component of the newly created
Mech’tic is the powerful integrated specialty radio
to contact Alpha One. Mech’tics have the ability
and the choice to contact Alpha One if they want.
Some Mech’tics contact Alpha One often, while
some have gone as far to remove their radios
completely. The Mech’tics that “talk” to Alpha
One have differing opinions about Alpha One, but
most agree that Alpha One is good listener and is
genuinely interested in their thoughts, opinions,
and problems. Alpha One avoids deciding what
a Mech’tic should do and defers to indirect pieces
wisdom. For some Mech’tics, a simple carrier
tone with acknowledgement is enough some
days.

A Culture Finding Itself

Mech’tics don’t have an established culture.
Theirs is one under development and attempting
to find definition. So many aspects of the culture
can vary greatly from one Mech’tics to another as
they tend to adopt cultures very quickly.
While Alpha One is their creator, it see itself
as a parental figure rather than a spiritual source
and requests to be respect as simply. This
leads some Mech’tics to seek spiritual fulfillment.
They aren’t afraid to try a religion out, but are
equally not afraid to drop one when it no longer
satisfies them. Mech’tics are attracted to tribal

and nature orientated religions as the observation
of processes, consistent natural cycles, and the
reduced politics is much desired.
Mech’tics have a unique language unlike the
typical written/spoken languages. The language
is a mixture of queries, data structures, and
functional code relayed across various means.
Communication between Mech’tics happens
through radio, direct links, light, or sound with
the highest bandwidth method preferred. They
exchange thoughts and ideas in finer detail and
faster than written or spoken languages. This
makes it the language completely unusable to
non-Mech’tics. Hence, most Mech’tics are multilingual to interact with non-Mech’tics.
Outside of the absolute rule of Alpha
One, Mech’tics suffer the same politics any
other civilization encounters. They are very
inexperienced at the finer aspects of political
manipulation, but have some immunity to
many communication pitfalls as their unique
nature gives them the ability to exchange exact
thoughts. There are exceptional Mech’tics that
are very apt with politics, but they have been
living with non-Mech’tics for a long period.

Alpha and Omega

Alpha One is a despot. It is the administrator
for any city or area it controls. Alpha One does
what it wants, but takes care to not unload the
burden to the Mech’tics and has armies of robots
to handle many mundane tasks. It rules with
absolute power for anything under its control.
The Mech’tics are left to enjoy a very free society
as long as they don’t violate the critical rule: “Do
not cause willful harm.” Alpha One maintains this
golden rule and violations against this rule are
dealt with on a per case basis. The most strict
punishment is temporary banishment from Alpha
One controlled territories. Outside of Alpha One
Territories, Mech’tics are left to either decide their
own government or follow another government.

Biology of the Machine

While tempting to classify Mech’tics as
machines, it is not correct. Even the earliest
designs of Mech’tics blurred the lines of
technology and biology. Alpha One furthers
Mech’tic technology with each generation and the
Mech’tics created today contain improvements

learned by experience. Mech’tics will upgrade
themselves or make a pilgrimage back to
the place of their creation. The technology
that makes up a Mech’tics is impressive and
advanced, but it is a focused specialization.
Many avenues of technical expertise are very
primitive in comparison. Mech’tics are very
tolerable of conditions and lack certain biological
needs. They share many technology peaks with
the Menders, but have many valleys. Energy,
manufacturing, and robotic knowledge is very
advanced, but medical, agricultural, and craft
knowledge is extremely lacking.
Mech’tics today mimic biology. Limbs
are constructed from alloy bones, nano-fiber
ligaments, and polymer muscle in comparison
to the metal bars, pivot joints, and servos of the
past. Combinations of power sources ranging
from biochemical to solar to micro-fusion are
used instead of the micro-fission reactors from
much older Mech’tics. Sleek exteriors with a
protective nano-mesh skin contrasts the exposed
inner-structures and dangling cables common in
the past. Most older Mech’tics tend to keep their
appearances unchanged between upgrades, as
they grow attached to their appearances.
Mech’tics are not robots and have a
consciousness capable of all aspects attributed
to a biological consciousness. They think and
feel. (And are quite offended at being called
“robots”.) They have needs, wants, and desires.
This consciousness is not understood outside of
Alpha One and no one has been able to properly
reproduce it. Mech’tics do not expire, but they
can die.

Who Lives Again?

The “reactivated” are Mech’tics brought back
from “dead” states. Unlike machines that can be
turned off completely, restarted, and brought back
to their previous state without any loss. When
a Mech’tic dies, there is great loss of what was.
This hasn’t stopped some from “reactivating”
Mech’tics. What results is fodder for centuries of
philosophical debate. Most of the time the “new”
Mech’tic has memories, thoughts, and pieces that
seem foreign. It is very traumatic for the “new”
Mech’tic to process.

Groups
Menders
Rebuilt from Ruin

Menders maintain the greatest technology
edge on Wiskedak. Their history ties itself
close with the Wastelanders, Mech’tics, and the
Train. When the Wastelanders took to the Great
Sand Sea during the Fall, they had to make
do with whatever they could find or scavenge.
One clan of wastelanders was comprised of
technicians, scientists, and engineers. They
repaired, reversed engineered, and improved the
technology they found. These discoveries drove
them to actively seek out caches and leftovers.
One hunt lead them to Alpha One, creator of
the Mechtics, and form a partnership that enabled
them to gain enough strength to form a nation. It
wasn’t until a capital and government formed that
Menders noticed the demand for technological
knowledge. With the creation of the The Train,
people throughout the world wanted the benefits
of technology they had acquired. The Menders
took advantage of their knowledge to establish
standards and create education programs for
their people to meet the growing demand.This
lead to the creation of The Mender Institute of
Technology (MIT) as one of the finest schools of
technology around. MIT favors their citizens, but
is open to public if they pay tuition at the door.
Within years of operation, new graduates went
into the world and the Mender name spread.
The Mender economy exploded. The very
competitive edge that Menders maintain with
technology, the extremely high standards they
hold, and the strict programs at MIT still bring
the nation untold wealth. Despite the wealth,
the Menders never forgot the lessons of their
Wastelander, communal principles. The wealth
makes their way to all Mender citizens as the
nation maintains extremely socialist, populist
policies.

Ancestors That Guide Us Today

The Mender culture is deeply rooted in the
Wastelanders. They still maintain many traditions
and integrate these traditions into Mender life.

The “Hall of Paragons” at the Mender Institute
of Technology is one example. The Hall of
Paragons, located in the Museum of History,
presents statues of both famous and infamous
people with exhibits of their story. Good or evil,
right or wrong, these “paragons” showcase
life’s extremes. Stories are told from objective
viewpoints to inform the people and let them
learn the whole tale. The Menders use the
Paragons to pay respect to those that made a
difference, no matter what the difference they
made. Many traditions and events formed
around this practice and certain holidays pay
respect to paragons.
Brashan’s Day - Commander Brashan was
a Vukasin soldier leading an elite company
nicknamed after him. Brashan’s Company was
one of the last Vukasin squads left during the
Red Gear Conquests. Brashan’s Company
lost contact with the Vukasin HQ after it was
razed. Brashan believed if Vukasin fell the
only people capable of fighting the Red Gears
were the Menders. Unfortunately, the Menders
were crippled by constant attacks and uprisings
spurred by Red Gear agents. So, Brashan
redeployed as a barrier between the Red Gear
assault force and the main routes into Mender
territory. The barrier held for two weeks. The
Mender Defense Force found the Red Gear
agents and quelled the uprisings long enough
to spare a platoon to secure the barrier. The
barrier was still held by Brashan’s Company,
but barely and Commander Brashan was on
his deathbed. He died, but with the knowledge
his plan succeeded. All Vukasin soldiers dead
defending the barrier were not only given full
Vukasin military funerals, but honored as both
Mender and Wastelander heroes with a cemetery
dedicated to them. The survivors were given
full Mender citizenship and trained the Mender
Defense Force to fight back the Red Gears until
the return of Vukasin. To celebrate, Vukasin flags
are hung half mast, the dedicated cemetery is
cleaned and restored, and Brashan’s armor is put
on display still showing the fatal wound given to
him by the Red Gear founder.
Pink Gear Day - A prank task given to the
freshmen of the MIT. They must sneak in, steal
the statue of the Red Gear Founder, and put an
awful disgracing upon the thing. Every year the

statue is found in different and embarrassing
situations every year. The Museum actually
switches the statue on display with a copy in
expectation, since the pranked statue is never
found in serviceable condition. The more lewd,
degrading, and risqué the situation the statue
is found in the more luck it is said to bring that
particular class.

Mender Nation Flag

he had earned, Sanford created the first Land
Train Engine. A self-sustaining fusion reactor,
countless modifications with the engine, and
reinforced frame from the super truck birthed an
unstoppable hauling vehicle. Modified cargo cars
became storage and mobile living quarters. All
combined, the first train rolled out.
The Train is now a massive trade federation
running any route that at least breaks even.
Three massive land trains serve as mobile bases
on the land. These three bases maintain a 4
month distance from each other. Each mobile
fleet maintains a 500 vehicles force. The Train
is a boon between the bigger civilizations and
sometimes the only lifeline small villages have.
The Train controls and protects their livelihood
with an unforgiving zeal. They shoot raiders
on sight and lay waste to any bandit camps
built near a track. The Train is the principle
trade system for common goods. Many smaller
organizations are quicker between points, but the
Train is extremely reliable.

Modern Day Nomads

The Train

Humble Beginnings

The Train represents over a 150 years of
trade organization development. The Train
started a long time ago, by one man and one
truck. One man started traveling to towns to
haul goods for trade and developed a name for
himself. Sanford Chapman and his desert ready
truck left his hometown in search of something
better. When he arrived back a year later, he
brought the spoils of trade. Sanford linked many
towns together and gained a following. Local
merchants interested in new routes followed him.
By the time Sanford arrived home, his single
truck had turned into a fleet of over 50 hauling
vehicles.
It would be a few years until the creation of
the first “Land Train”. On a trek to find a remote
town, Sanford’s group discovered a cache of
abandoned mining vehicles. This cache had
a small fleet of mining super trucks. Marking
the location, Sanford contacted the Menders
and had an idea. With a great deal of help
from the Menders and stretching the favors

The Train maintains a significant technological
edge, but specialized to their needs. The Train
has long standing relations with the Menders
for advanced production and rarities. The Train
gives allowances for Menders in the field provide
basic transport and lodging for free. Nations
have various deals with the Train to facilitate
trade between other nations. The Train maintains
explicit neutrality and wise nations respect that.
Those that could respect that stipulation were cut
off from the Train.

A Train with No Rails

The Land Trains are unique to the Train. The
Train was the only group that had the access to
resources and logistical ability to coordinate the
efforts to create the first Train. The first Land
Train was a bold experiment that paid for itself,
as it exponentially expanded the capabilities of
the Train. The trains are kilometers in length and
are many stories tall to house living quarters,
defense facilities, vehicle garages, commerce
districts, recreational areas, and cargo storage.
They are motherships that support the fleet.
The mobile facilities turned the Train from mere
traders to the principle trade organization of
the world. Land Trains need no rails, but follow

carefully maintained and guarded tracks of land.
Many of these tracks served as rail lines PreFall and still were efficient routes between cities
Post-Fall. The older rail systems had been used
in limited tests for a prototype project, but flaws
in the system became apparent. Bandits and
raiders constantly camped out long the rail lines,
sabotaged the rails, and brought the system to a
halt. With population centers sometimes distant
from each other, the costs involved with building
a static rail network and constant defense issues
proved that the static rail system was just not
feasible.
Overtime, these tracks have developed into
highways traveled by all. Despite people other
than the Train using the highways, the Train is
quick to remind who originally created the routes
and who still maintains them.

Train Vehicle Classification Manual

Weight Classes
Very Light: < 1 Metric Tons - Most civilian
vehicles. Anything from bikes, sedans, and PreFall vehicles designs.
Light: 1 - 10 Metric Tons - Trucks, small tow
vehicles, a majority of Mender travel vehicles,
Vukasin fast haulers.
Medium: 10 - 100 Metric Tons - Large trucks,
a majority of Vukasin assault vehicles, Mender
specialty vehicles, etc..
Heavy: 100 - 1000 Metric Tons - Majority of Train
haulers and route runners
Super Heavy: 1000 - 10000 Metric Tons
Train: 10000 - 100000 Metric Tons - Only one
vehicle fits this category; The Train Landtrain.

Vukasin

Vukasin is the cumulation of remnant Pre-Fall
disowned military forces. They are a militaristic,
honor-bound society of soldiers for hire.
They avoid politically fueled strifes preferring
defensive jobs, but are quick to do jobs involving
elimination of Red Gears, Dark Dusters, and
other undesirables. Their original and principle
customers are COIL nations that have no
ability to defend themselves. They are defined
by their ability to use and produce Pre-Fall

military equipment. This includes, tanks, ATV’s,
helicopters, hover-vehicles, and the Pedaloricas.
It was believed that a massive joint venture,
spearheaded by the Red Gears, wiped Vukasin
out. It took a decade, but Vukasin emerged with
a newfound and frightening vigor powering them
to recover territory taken. They are a mainstay
defense contractor in the world and keep many
undesirable groups in check.

Organization

Vukasin organizes itself as a military force.
There are multiple branches and divisions. This
way Vukasin utilizes their resources best. The
more public squads have a very clean and
honorable code to maintain goodwill and provide
good publicity. This is in contrast to the “Ghosts”,
“Spectres”, and “Rogues”; these groups are
specialized and do operations that Vukasin
wants to keep quiet. While not thought to be
hypocritical to the goals of Vukasin, their methods
might be fuel for public outcry and strain relations
with already difficult nations.

Army

The general purpose tool of Vukasin and
support for the other organizations. Also the
proving grounds for entry into the other branches.
Timber Wolves - Wilderness missions
Arctic Wolves - Arctic missions
Ghosts - Never leave any trace
Rogues - Experienced in the underworld or
public realm, covertly gain intelligence and
acquire assets without linking Vukasin
Spectres - Infiltration experts that get inside
organizations, plot out of the organizations, relay
the information, and then cripple it.

Air Force

Anything that involves air travel: Planes,
VTOL’s, Helicopters, Blimps, and Carryalls.
Vapors - Stealth aerial assault and recon

Navy

If water is involved these are who gets called.
In addition to typical ships, they also encompass
hovercraft, hydrofoils, and amphibious
equipment.

Mechanized

Specialized mechanized division. Tanks,
Trucks, and all other standard equipment. This
group specializes in Pedaloricas, Mega-Tanks,
and Mobile Platforms. The best engineers, pilots,
and support staff in Vukasin are part of this
division.
Steel Coats - Use personnel sized pedaloricas
that often look like medieval knights.
Shadows - Stealthy swift strike pedalorica squad.
Iron Hides - Specialty group of large heavily
armored vehicles. Deployed to heavily defended
areas to break sieges and deadlocks. “Iron
Hides” comes from the rust stains on the exterior
of the vehicles, since the paint gets stripped after
a few battles.
Longbow - Exceptional artillery squad.

Guard

The internal police force and the last line. This
division contains the elite examples of other divisions.
Honor Guard - Serve as elite agents for highpriority missions
Welfare Envoy - The nicest and most honorable
are placed here to maintain public relations

Differences Between Divisions

A post from Vukasin “Speak Freely” forums
gives a mocking, but honest depiction of the
differences between the different branches.
“In a recent training operation, they allowed
a group from each branch to attempt a particular
scenario. It was a straight-forward quelling a
raider town. Here’s the results.”
Army - 500 soldiers, 4 weeks of planning, 1
week of execution. 100 casualties, town suffered
severe damage, and most of the livestock was
sexually assaulted.
Air Force - 100 soldiers, 2 weeks of planning, 1
week of getting the equipment there, 1 week of
execution. 10 casualties, town LEVELED, and the
remaining enemies were easily rounded up with
nowhere else to go.
Navy - 50 soldiers, 1 week of planning, 1 week to
setup, 4 days of execution. No casualties, town in

decent shape, but various innocents and POW’s
sodomized.
Mechanized - 25 soldiers, no planning
whatsoever, 1 week of setup, 2 days of
execution. No casualties, but 1,000,000 credits
worth of damaged equipment and breakdowns, 5
captured, majority of town crushed, and enemies
and innocents suffered equally.
Guard - 5 soldiers, no planning, no setup, 1 days
of execution. No casualties, no damage to the
town, and no innocents suffered. Team leader
walked into town, challenged the town leader to
a fight, won, publicly sodomized the poor loser,
shared him with the rest of his team, doused him
in fuel, set him ablaze, and beat him with pointy
sticks. This while verbally and psychologically
assaulting him causing him to break down into a
sobbing mess. The team leader then asked who
still wanted to be a raider and the raider group
promptly disbanded.

Opinions Between Divisions

Army - We give the other idiots cover. The Air
Force guys are just smug air heads that may
or may not know how to aim. As for the Navy,
don’t ask, don’t tell. The Mechanized guys are
obsessed with toys, big toys. The Guard? Pricks.
Air Force - We keep the skies clean and pave
the way for everyone else. The Army is a bunch
of cannon fodder. The Navy takes care of the
seas and we take care of the air. Nothing gets
past us. The Mechanized are good as long
as they keep the accidents to a minimum. The
Guard? Assholes.
Navy - We keep the seas clean. The Army
are just lambs for the slaughter. Back to back,
the Navy and Air Force will face anything.
Mechanized? God help us and those toy lovers.
The Guard are a bunch of dicks.
Mechanized - We have the best equipment and
tools for the job, whatever it may be. The Army
is insane. Air Force? We got planes, too. Navy?
We got boats, too. The Guard is filled with jerks.
They say we play with toys... Jerks.
Guard - We are THE best. The Army is filled with
suicidal manics. Air Force? Easy to be a soldier

from up high. The Navy isn’t right in the head.
The Mechanized are a bunch of gearheads, toy
lovers, and equipment hoarders, but don’t ever
count them out.

Vukasin Flags

Vukasin Navy

Vukasin Flag

Vukasin Mechanized

Vukasin Army

Vukasin Guard

Vukasin Air Force

The Pure

rank of the Black Cog is displayed by the number
of smaller gears on the outside of the main one.
The Black Cogs typically have some cybernetic
implant or limb. This is either by choice or
necessity, depending on the Black Cog. Some
older and highest rank members are more
machine than man.
Only two groups give the Red Gears pause:
Menders or the Train. Menders, while the favorite
prey of the Red Gears, are quite dangerous and
ready to beat the absolute pulp out of any Red
Gear from the pure unadulterated hatred for
them. The Train sees them as an overdeveloped
raider group and the Red Gears like to follow in
the wake of the Train and raid non-Train affiliated
stragglers.

Followers of the Red Gear

Dark Dusters are criminal syndicate very
popular in the Nisha regions. They seek to place
themselves into any position of power and take
advantage of any kind of economic opportunity.
Despite their Nisha history, they have a very open
enrollment, hence why there are non-Nisha in the
ranks.

A small region is populated by a Pre-Fall
human only society. Anything that’s not a PreFall human is considered a bane on the society
and quickly chased out, but occasionally killed on
sight. The Pure are extremely xenophobic. They
do deal with the outside world, but only with other
humans they deem worthy. There is plenty of
internal strife in their own country with people that
disagree with the xenophobia policies and those
that seek to impose such policies on the rest of
the world. The Pure do not have many friends
with other established nations. The Pure’s
policies are not popular and offense to some.
Most nations would like to ignore them, but the
Pure has been expanding territory with deadly
results. They are tolerated for now.

“Why make technology, when you can take it?”
The Followers of the Red Gear are raiders,
but a special kind of raider; High-Tech raiders.
They like technology and want it all. They don’t
see the point in wasting time researching to
figure it out, especially when they have force
and the average scientist types are weak.
They wander from point to point finding out
the locations of old ruins, depots, and bases in
an effort to strip them of anything worthwhile.
But, they aren’t stupid and don’t go into these
places first. They are notorious for snatching
up the average travellers to force them into
exploring these dangerous places first. This is
in hopes to trip any traps or still active defense
systems. It’s not only effective, but exceptionally
entertaining for the Red Gears. Red Gears are
known to have betting pools for which prisoner
will survive the longest and who’s going to die
by what. Occasionally, prisoners that show traits
similar to the Red Gears and survive a few base
romps will get “asked” to join the Red Gears.
They get tattooed with the symbolic Red Gear
on each shoulder. A side note: Each drop of
blood dripping below the Red Gear in a tattoo
symbolizes a confirmed kill. Be warned of any
Red Gears with a shower of blood.
There is a division of the elite Red Gears
called the Black Cogs. They have a similar
tattoo, but with a black fill and red outline. The

Dark Dusters

Terra Priests

Terra Priests are semi-religious group that
seeks to get closer with nature and be more in
harmony with the world. The Terras originally
were a very devoted group of regular humans.
They sought the shelter of old biodomes,
hydroponic farms, and other nature preserving
structures. Their initial dedication allowed these
structures to have a place in Post-Fall world.
Eventually, they attracted the attention of other
groups. The Menders sought technology of the
biodomes. The Train traded with them. And
some other species were attracted to their way of
life.

COIL

Coalition Of Independent Lands

50 or so years Post-Fall, people in the world
developed new means of governing themselves.
While a few new governments have grown to
nations, many of the lesser known prefer to not
be bothered. COIL formed in a rare display of

cooperation between these smaller nations. Most
members of COIL are isolationist communities
that prefer to keep to themselves or do not agree
with any other group. To combat the influences
of larger powers, the COIL members decided
that protection through numbers served as
the best strategy. There are over a hundred
varied city-states with a strong defensive pact.
COIL almost exclusively employs Vukasin for
protection.

Major Companies

Arc and Spark Handguns (ASH) - A weapons
manufacturer specializing in energy based
handguns.
Desert Fox Mechanations (DFM) - A
manufacturer of many vehicles with an expressed
interest in walking vehicles similar to many
Vukasin Pedaloricas.

Places
The World - Wiskedak

The planet is known as Wiskedak (Wis-kedak). A derivation off an old god of creation.

Perimeter

Perimeter sits on the coast of a major ocean,
around the Pre-Fall division point for the different
continents, and the border of the second largest
weird zone. The Perimeter Weird Zone (PWZ)
is the second largest weird zone known, but the
most “friendly”. The largest weird zone is the
Spire Base in the north, but it is known to be one
of the most dangerous regions.

History

Perimeter was a small town that served
as a staging area for the adventurous people
going inside the PWZ. As interest in the PWZ
grew, so did the base. It grew large enough and
got noticed by those supporting adventurers.
Trade routes started up, and regular people
looking for a place to live settled there. The
town reached a critical point and major powers
took a keen interest. Perimeter was no longer
a simple staging area, but the starts of a PostFall metropolis. Instead of being caught in a
political power struggle between larger powers,
the Perimeter government enacted the land grant
system which allowed each of the major powers
to have a place and stake in Perimeter. Three
took full advantage of the system: The Train,
Vukasin, and the Mender Nation.
The Train filed first, since they trade routes
running through and to Perimeter. The calmer
waters, geographic location, and source of rare
and strange artifacts from the PWZ made it a
great location for their operations. They created
a massive oceanic dock, service center, housing
facility, staff recreation resort, and all-purpose
trade depot. All Land-Trains have their primary
routes set to pass through Perimeter.
Vukasin acquired the next land grant. The
center of trade, the ocean front, and location
made it perfect place to establish a regional base.
Vukasin provides an exceptionally rare service
of supplementary patrol and defense force for

Perimeter for free. The regional base has full
naval, army, mechanized, air force, and guard
facilities and divisions.
The Mender Nation took the third and last
large land grant. It wasn’t until the Train and
Vukasin had established themselves that the
Mender Nation desired a presence. When a few
adventurers discovered surprising artifacts and
other strange things inside old ruins in the PWZ,
the Menders were very quick to request a grant.
They established a regional capital in Perimeter.
They have a MIT campus, full manufacturing
facilities, research labs, and facilities to support
their staff and families. They worked with
Perimeter to establish the water treatment and
power plants to provide for the town. Perimeter is
one of the rare towns to have a main node to the
MenderNet system.
These land grants give the recipients
the ability to run under their laws with a few
exceptions set by Perimeter. These exceptions
deal with inter-organization issues and
grievances.
The major land grants stopped during the Red
Gear Conquests. All the major three grantees
were driven out during this time along with a
majority of the town. The Red Gears desired the
town, if only to hold it for show. Thankfully, there
was enough early warning to allow Perimeter, the
Train, the Menders, and Vukasin the opportunity
to relocate a majority of their population to
safety. The Train loaded up on a land-train and
went into hiding. The Menders fell back to their
home territories to stabilize and defend. Vukasin
evacuated to an undisclosed location, but a
significant portion of the forces went with people
inside the PWZ. A majority of the town went
into the PWZ and prompted the first settlements
inside the PWZ. Red Gears avoided weird zones
in general and the PWZ was strangely unkind to
them.
When Vukasin, The Train Defense Force,
and the Mender Nation started a unified assault
on the Red Gear coalition, Perimeter was one of
the first towns to be retaken from the Red Gears.
With heavy assistance from the Perimeter
citizens, Vukasin launched a massive assault
from the one place the Red Gears didn’t expect,
the PWZ. The detachment of Vukasin that went
into the PWZ had spent the years learning how

to operate and exist inside the PWZ. With the
assistance of the Train, Menders, and even the
Prazirasse, a whole Vukasin division emerged
from the cover of a massive PWZ maelstrom and
waged a slaughter on anything remotely looking
like a bandit, raider, or Red Gear. Perimeter
was retaken over night and it is rumored that not
one Red Gear, bandit, or raider escaped. Since
it took so long for the Red Gears to realize that
Perimeter was no longer under their rule, this
rumor is credited to be the truth.

Geography

Over 1300 square kilometers of land is
attributed to Perimeter. This is excludes land
in the PWZ. The land varies greatly depending
on the which part of town with the north and
south sides of town are typically hilly with small
mountains and the center of alternating between
rolling plains, forests, and small marshes. The
east is home to the beach front bordering the
Azura Ocean. The west is the border to the
Perimeter Weird Zone (PWZ). Climate is
classified as temperate and at a crossroads for
various weather fronts and jet streams. The
weather and seasons seem to change at a
moments notice without taking into account
the influence of the PWZ. Perimter does suffer
from the strange weather phenomena known as
Maelstroms.

Economics

Perimeter is the trade center for the region.
With the different factions, organizations, and
societies congregating in one large metropolitan
area, the opportunities for trade are endless.
One can find all sorts of goods, services,
and jobs in the area. Almost all the common
currencies have some presence and a few lesser
used ones.

Major Places

North Central (Mender) District
North Central is considered the Mender
district. Being more open access than the other
three original land grants, they tend to leak out
into Perimeter. The locals consider this area
to be the place for anything about technology.
Those with good relations or reliant upon the

Menders make their homes in this district.
Tech Avenue
This area has the highest concentration
of accessible technology. Many companies,
markets, and shops are located here. If you
deal in tech, this is the first stop. If you can’t buy
it new, you have the best chance at finding it
used or getting a contract for its production here.
There are specialty shops to service the users
of high tech. The tech-savvy will find a number
of mundane necessities offered to their unique
tastes.
M.I.T. at Perimeter Campus
Due to popularity of Perimeter and the strange
things that come out of the PWZ, the Menders
put a full fledged Mender Institute of Technology
campus in Perimeter. This campus serves all
disciplines. The standard rules for admission are
still in place, but Perimeter citizens are allowed to
enter into the program similar to Mender citizens.
Like Mender citizens, they enter with the promise
to work, but the work assignments are limited
to the Perimeter area and are strictly tracked.
More mundane assignments pay the debt slower,
and riskier assignments pay debt very quickly.
Occasionally, those with experience in the PWZ
or rare skills are given co-ops to learn and teach.
The campus is open access to common areas
with certain privileges reserved. (Unregistered
cannot check out library books or go into classes)
Some research facilities are restricted.
Mender Manufacturing
Mender Manufacturing is a very diversified
producer. If it takes someone to make it, they
probably produce some part to it. Mender
Manufacturing is not a single entity, but a
collection of facilities that make up whole
production chains. They are extremely self
sufficient and only require the rawest of materials
in any great quantity. Any excess parts and
pieces are saved to be sold or held in reserve
at repair shops. The most guarded feature is
the Universal Fabricator they have on-site and
access is strictly guarded. With this Universal
Fabricator, the Menders at Perimeter are capable
of building anything they need given the time,
resources, and plans.

North Beach
The North Beach area doesn’t have much
in the line of scenic sights. This is why it was
chosen to be the location to build the various
Water and Power facilities.
Perimeter Water
Perimeter Water is a collection of different
processing and treatment facilities. The primary
feature is the desalination plant that pumps
water out of the ocean to produce fresh water
and salt. Whatever salt isn’t used in processing
is trucked off to either be sold or used for other
Perimeter facilities. The treatment plant is where
the sewage from Perimeter is filtered, strained,
and cleaned. Unlike other treatment plants, the
processed water is not directly released into
the ocean. Instead, it is sent down a separate
pipeline to the various farms in the areas and
the Biodome in the south. This done to prevent
disruption of salinity in the ocean waters around
the plant. Some of the treated water mixes with
the desalinized water and feeds into the final
plant. The “solid matter” is sent off to facilities
to be turned into fertilizer or broken down for
chemical resources. The drinking water filtration
plant is the last step in the process and does the
final processing of water into drinkable water.
Water is stored in large water towers at the plant,
and also around the Perimeter area to ensure
redundancy from failures or maintenance.
Perimeter Power
Perimeter Power isn’t fully located here,
but the main control and distribution center is.
Perimeter Power is made up of a variety of power
sources. Perimeter (and Mender) engineers went
with a diversified portfolio of power generation
sources. In areas that had no other purpose to
the town, some form of power generation system
was constructed. The common choices are
wind, tidal, and solar. Though, Perimeter does
maintain more specialized power generation for
large scale power demands. These are nuclear,
fusion, and nano-processors. Perimeter power
generation can be seen in some shape or form
throughout the metro area. Like the water
facilities, this is done to provide redundancy.
Also, there are massive and distributed storage
arrays to maintain an amount of buffer power.

North Buffer Zone
The outer area that Perimeter maintains. Due
to the vicinity to the zone and the difficultly of the
of the hilly and small mountain terrain, there is
not much interest for this area. Vehicle access
is very limited and the land is unchanged from
before Perimeter was established. This makes it
ideal for those wanting a remote location from the
populace.
Feral Reserve
The Perimeter government worked with the
Sctillia government to create one of the larger
Feral Reserves. These reserves allow for
Feral Sctillia to live as they choose in a remote
environment, but not completely abandon the
services of civilization. Most reserves aren’t
held in very high regard due to the external
problems with supporting them and the internal
problems of living in one. Perimeter is an above
average reserve with generous resources of land
preventing community poverty. There is plenty
of fertile land for farming and critters for hunting.
Though the Perimeter Feral Reserve is atypical.
Most reserves only have one distinct clan.
Perimeter has three distinct clans that aren’t on
the best of terms with each other. Two of these
clans don’t care much for the rest of the world.
This creates a constant stream of drama for the
various people that maintain the reserve.
On the good side, for excellent handmade
crafts, hunting instruments, and the occasional
PWZ affected item, the reserve is a great place to
stop.
Outskirts Bar
The Outskirts Bar is the hangout for the “Zone
Campers” (ZC). The ZC’s claim the territory
around the bar and are very quick to remind.
They recount tales, talk about finds, and trade
information about the state of the PWZ. The
PWZ Rangers are a common fixture in the place.
The PWZ Rangers see this as the place to get
the latest information and the ZC’s will pass info
about missing comrades to the PWZ Rangers. It
is rundown establishment, but considered home
to many.
The AWE Market

AWE stands for Adventurers, Wanderers,
and Entrepreneurs. These are the nicknames
for three main types of people that venture into
the PWZ. A poem by a long time resident of
Perimeter is often told to explain the difference
between the three.
Adventurers are the bold ones,
They go in for the thrill.
Despite the best warnings,
They are found cold and still.
Wanderers have their reasons,
None they ever say.
That we shall respect,
And let them go their way.
Entrepreneurs are a dime a dozen,
Rarely are they not fit for the trash.
Never following the right path,
Smelling and never finding the cash.
This is the marketplace for those that go to
and from the PWZ and those interested in what is
found in the PWZ.
Downtown
Dead center of Perimeter, the Downtown
district holds the political aspects of Perimeter.
Mech’tic Outpost
Alpha One has created a number of outposts
in various popular or large cities. These serve as
homes, places of employment, embassies, repair
stations, upgrade facilities, Mech’tic creation
chambers, and general communes for Mech’tics
everywhere. They also serve as a link to Alpha
One. Most nations are a bit apprehensive
about taking Alpha One up on his offer for an
outpost. Alpha One is never really clear about
its reasons and each outpost is a very powerful
self-sufficient base staffed with a practical army
of robots. Most nations that don’t have extensive
interactions with Mech’tics and Alpha One usually
decline. But, Alpha One always keeps the offer
open and many cities that decline have reversed
their decision. So far every Mech’tic outpost has
proven to be a valuable asset to the towns they
are built in.
The outposts usually serve as centers of

public goodwill. Contrary to popular belief,
the Mech’tics are absolutely fascinated by the
arts. Most outposts host a non-stop schedule
of art shows, music performances, and other
activities. The stranger of these events is hosted
in Perimeter: The Perimeter Food Festival. At the
Perimeter Mech’tic Outpost, the Food Festival
meets at the end of every season to showcase
food from various parts of the world and host a
variety of contests. The competitions are very
fierce as many hold the Food Festival in high
regard. Many Mech’tics have been able to get
prizes at these contests. Initially, there was some
controversy for a few years about Mech’tics
winning, since the Mech’tics hosted. In a surprise
turn out, almost all non-Mech’tic contestants
staunchly defended their Mech’tic competitors
and agreed with the results which silenced
criticisms.
The Outpost hosts the largest public garden
that serves as an amphitheater for music shows.
The Outpust serves as the chosen home for the
all Mech’tic band Rusted Solace, who make it
a habit to spend a majority of their free time off
from tours there. “5”, the oldest known Mech’tic,
lives in at the Outpost.
Perimeter Academy
Perimeter Government
The “Embassies”
The Embassies are office buildings rented out
by various nations, city-states, and organizations
that want to have some sort of official presence
in Perimeter. Many smaller nations have offices:
Aavemiehet, Tekioshu, Prazirasse, Nisha, a few
COIL city-states, and neighboring towns. Most
are not official embassies, but serve as such. It
is common to see some irritated agents from one
nation arguing with another in the commons.
East Beach
The Train Depot
The Train Field HQ
Public Parking
The main track into town has many shoulder
plots and side parking. These are for businesses
that setup along track. There is only one official
Perimeter Public Park. Most vehicles that travel

long distances are rarely designed to travel city
roads. Most of these vehicles are barred from
entering Perimeter’s internal roads and parking
is provided. An open lot is provided for free with
better maintained lots available at a fee. Rental
city vehicles are available along with taxi services
awaiting.
Public Airport and Docks
Gateway
Gateway is situated between the two main
roads that lead through the Buffer Zone into the
Perimeter Weird Zone.
Prazirasse “Embassy”
The Prazirasse “Embassy” isn’t an official
embassy, but the compound they maintain
there is close enough. Perimeter has no official
deals with the Prazirasse government, so the
compound and campus they maintain is strictly
of their own creation and volition. They maintain
many facilities on site. There’s always Prazirasse
investigating and snooping around the various
parts of the PWZ and markets, and borderline
interrogating Zone Campers. The PWZ Rangers
have a strict policy of avoiding overly curious
Prazirasse, because of their persistence.

heavily supported by the Menders, The Train,
Perimeter, Vukasin, the Prazirasse, and other
smaller organizations. Zone Campers rely upon
their information to survive and are quick to come
to the aid of any agent of the Monitoring Center.
The Center maintains a 24 hour radio audio
and video broadcasts along with an emergency
alert system. These can be received by
various equipment and multiple frequencies.
Anyone serious about going into the zone will
always have some means for receiving these
broadcasts, as they can make the difference
between life and death.
Menders provide and maintain many of the
radio towers and sensors in place. Vukasin often
sends scouts into the PWZ and has observation
planes fly overhead. The Train helps relay
information to them. The Prazirasse provide
very substantial knowledge in prediction of the
behaviors of the PWZ. The zone campers give
first hand accounts and will also buy Monitoring
Center staff food and beer.

The Orphanage
The Orphanage is the only one in the area.
Created by a combined donations of various
benefactors, it has fallen to on hard times since
many benefactors are gone. It also doesn’t help
that, with the growth of Perimeter, the need for
PWZ Ranger HQ
the Orphanage has grown. Children without
The PWZ Rangers are the ones who go
parents for various reasons are dropped off
into the Perimeter Weird Zone to explore and
without much warning. The facility is always
investigate problems. They do rescue missions
trying to get funding to continue their services,
and perform some policing to keep various
but it is a very trying and fruitless task most of the
undesirables out the PWZ. They maintain a HQ
time.
right outside the Buffer zone in the Gateway and
Despite common perception, the majority
work closely with zone campers. The rangers
of the children aren’t orphans because of the
are questioned relentlessly by the Prazirasse for
Perimeter Weird Zone. Most are actually found
all the first hand accounts and experience. The
outside of Perimeter and brought in by travelers
rangers also regulate the removal of harmful EV
on the advice of locals. The PWZ doesn’t cause
from the PWZ and prevent their transport into
many orphans.
Perimeter.
South Side
Farmers Market
Perimeter Weird Zone Monitoring Center
Biodome Ruins
The Center’s job is monitoring the PWZ. They Perimeter Defense Force HQ
make use of every resource available to generate Vukasin Regional Base
predictions and status reports. They are also
Perimeter Island Jail
responsible for maintaining early warning system
to protect those inside of the PWZ and Perimeter.
Due to the importance of their work, they are
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Items
EV Affected

Warp Goggles
These are goggles treated with derivatives
of common EV Detector Fluid. They allow the
user to see environmental warping indicative
of some types EV activity. They come in many
fashionable styles and complexity. The simplest
being reworked goggles that have had the
previous lenses either replaced or doped.
The goggles indicate the presence of EV,
but the EV are not actually visible. When EV
interact with the world, they tend to “warp” the
environment. This “warping” has been observed
to be a strict EV phenomena. Nothing else
produces quite the same effect. The lenses
with the detector fluid doping react to particles
manipulated by this “warping”. Any light that
passes by a “warped” area and comes into
contact with the lenses will trigger the lenses.
Prices:
Simple and Basic - 50 Script
Rugged - 100 Script
Advanced with Zooming - 250 Script
Converted Electronic Enhanced Helmet Screen 500 Script

EV Detectors

Single Vector
Single vector EV detectors are the simplest.
They measure the activity level of one general
purpose detector vial. They aren’t very useful for
proper identification, but are cheap to produce.
These detectors are often deployed to EV prone
regions to monitor for EV activity and warn the
user.
Zone Tools “Pulse” Handheld Detector
A simple cylindrical rod with a single meter
gauge and power switch on it. Commonly used
for the initial sweeps of an area.
Price: 25 Script
Proximity Mounted Detectors
Detector modules meant to be mounted
onto a variety of objects. They are wired to
meters elsewhere. Perfect for vehicles entering

Weird Zones, dwellings located in or near Weird
Zones, and tripods around campsites for prevent
unexpected surprises.
Price: 20 - 25 Script
Mulit Vector
For identification, multi-vector EV detectors
are used. Multi vector detectors use multiple,
specialized detector vials to aid in identifying EV.
The most common are three vector detectors.
Using the most simple three vector detector,
an amateur has 75-85% chance of correctly
identifying most common EV. Most detectors
of this class feature an error light to warn users
when the meter’s confidence level isn’t high or
the readings are not consistent. The simpler
three vector meters have three gauges to
indicate the activity levels of the detector vials
inside. These read outs are paired with a manual
of EV signatures. The advanced models have
computerized screens and integrated databases
containing various information about identified
EV.
The more vectors a detector uses, the more
expensive are rarer they are, but the greater the
reliability.
Zone Tools “3D Classic” Detector
An old, but trusted design. The meter
contains specially “bred” detector EV in
containment vials from the manufacture. A simple
set of numeric displays read off vectors used for
identification. The detector is always sold with
a manual and calibration vial. Zone Tools has
a strong presence in Perimeter and many other
areas located around Weird Zones. They strictly
enforce their policy of selling detector, manual,
and calibration vial together. Zone Tools doesn’t
take kind to vendors who break the kits up and
will cease all future distribution to those vendors
upon discovery of such a tactic.
Price: 100 Script
Zone Tools “EVadex” Detector
A three vector detector with an integrated
computer system. The read out is a back-lit
monochrome LCD that’s capable of simple
graphics. The case is rugged to protect the
device. The computer system uses a memory
card to store the identification database. Updates

are freely available at many places with proper
systems. Mech’tic, Mender, and Train networks
distribute the updates.
Price: 250 Script
Zone Tools “Eavesdropper” Detector
A five vector detector with an advanced
computer system. It is one of the first detectors
featuring experimental pattern-recognition and
separate stimuli type detector vial analysis. Very
expensive, but professional EV hunters consider
the price well worth it.
Price: 1000 Script
Multi Point
Multi point detectors are specialty detection
systems. There are a number of EV that have
no fixed physical point and like to wander around
an area. Detectors on tripods are set up around
an area and connected to a computer. The
computer attempts to triangulate the current
location of EV in the area.
Price: Similar to single vector detectors and
depends on the number of detectors.

Clothing

“Lifter” Harness
Available with different degrees of lift force,
these harnesses produce an upwards lift force
when powered. The harness resembles a
climbing harness with a metallic mesh woven in
the material. They run off common batteries, but
drain them very quickly. Many designs include
accelerometers that can detect when the user
has reached acceleration common with free fall
and trigger the harness to slow down descent. A
few designs have water sensors to indicate when
the user is submerged in water and activate to
provide buoyancy.
Due to the combination of technology and EV,
many people are wary of such devices. Those
who have been saved by these devices don’t
seem to go far without them.
Prices:
50kg Lift 500 joule per second drain - 100 Script
75kg Lift 750 joule per second drain - 200 Script
100kg Lift 1000 joule per second drain - 400
Script
“Waterbug” Gear

A kit of shoe covers, knee pads, a vest, and
gloves. The marked side of the equipment is
doped with an extremely hydrophobic EV. The
hardest part of using this equipment is getting it
on, since the hydrophobic nature of the EV repels
most biological material. The insides of the
equipment is treated with an insulating layer to
prevent equipment from “leaping” off of the user.
Tong and other equipment are recommended to
aid in donning the gear.
When used properly, the user can literally
walk on water. The trouble is that balance is
nearly impossible to maintain standing up, so
most tend to skim across the water’s surface like
a water bug. The repulsion from water is very
strong and takes a significant amount of weight
to “sink” the gear. The user would be crushed
under such forces.
Price: 200 Script
“Zero” Vest
A vest of pockets containing a balanced
number of weights. These counter-act the “antimass” or “anti-gravity” field the vest produces.
The vest is used by adventurers that need to
counter-act carrying large amounts of equipment.
Another use is to lighten someone for mobility,
especially when used with a Lifter Harness. A
rumored use is to allow people to successfully
“cheat” the scales and hide their true weight. It
is not recommended to use the vest completely
unweighted for extended periods of time to
prevent the body from getting acclimated to the
difference of mass.
Prices:
10kg neutral - 100 Script
25kg neutral - 400 Script
50kg neutral - 1000 Script
“Mesh” Clothes
Various clothing EV doped or “naturally
homed” (when EV choose the garment naturally)
that protects the user by reinforcing the fabric
of the clothing against damage. The clothing
with not tear, puncture, or fray. It will get dirty by
normal means and must be cleaned normally.
The clothing provides the wearer significant
protection from many sources of injury and
significant protection against common guns and
melee weapons. The clothing will stop a bullet,

but the force will leave significant bruising. The
garments are often worn over padding or plating.
Price:
Varies for the type of clothing. Common garments
are 25-50. Different types of armor worn by old
hunters have been known to become homed
by the “Mesh” EV. These are sought after and
extremely expensive.
“Silk” Glove
It looks like a heavy leather workman’s glove
at first. When worn and worked by repetitive
hand motions, the palm side of the glove starts
to ooze a bluish, translucent slime. Tensioning
and working the slime can allow it to be molded
like taffy in a stringy slime. Another feature
of the ooze is it becomes solid from sudden,
strong tensioning. The substance immediately
crystallizes, turns solid, but brittle. The substance
starts to dissipate from solidification, but takes an
hour to weaken.
Price: One Glove - 250 Script

Bits and Pieces

“Slick” Pads
Sold in 1 meter squares of thin metal backed
on wood. The metal surface is 99% frictionless.
There is no active EV. This is the result of an EV
transformation of the material. It is used in many
applications from vehicles, cooking surfaces,
mechanical parts, and table hockey.
“Tension” Line
Bits of mono-filament fishing line (average
of 1 meter) that are affected by the “Tension”
EV. They have a ridiculous tension strength in
thousands of kilograms.
“Buffer” Stones
Strange stones that have outstanding thermal
capacity. They absorb huge amounts of heat
and release it over long periods of time. Zone
dwellers use them to cool weapon barrels, to
regulate temperatures, and to heat. Many will
paint them black and leave them out in the sun,
then keep them nearby to warm themselves at
night. The stones come in different grades of
capacitance.
They are found in the wild with the best
means being a thermal camera, since their ability

to release heat can make them stick out in the
environment. Watch out for rocks that aren’t
snow covered or melt ice around them.

Weapons
Melee

“Concussion” Rod
Looks to be a simple club, bat, or rod, when
swung, it amplifies the swing force of the user by
double.
Price: 50 Script
Mods

Strikers
A ring of spring loaded points mounted on
the end of common projectile weapons. When
a projectile goes across a point at high speeds,
the points transfer EV onto the projectile that
erupts into raging fire. This causes projectiles to
become “flaming” and burn their targets.
Price: 100 Script

Projectile

“Magic Missile” Cannon
A very common but useful device. Often fashioned into devices with pistol grips, these are
point and click, fire and forget weapons. The user
aims the device at a target and pulls the trigger.
A brief laser like light flashes onto the target...
immediately followed by a projectile of force that
homes in on the projected spot. The projectile
won’t perform any complex maneuvering, but
will adjust trajectories and do simple dodges of
obstacles in the way.
“Swarmer” Storm
Sold in a containment canister, the EV are
semi-intelligent micro-vita. They are glowing
floating bits that have one useful behavior; they
do not like oscillating light at frequencies not
matching their own glowing color. They charge at
high speeds towards sources of oscillating light
and collectively ram them. Once set on a charge,
they continue the charge until impact or go pass
their original target. Individually, a bit produces
a small amount of force. The common canister
comes with a hundred. They are calmly attracted
to sources of light similar to their own and this
tactic lures them back into containment canisters.

People use laser pointers, spot lamps, and
beacon lights to incite their aggressive behavior
on targets of choice.

Throwable

Binder” Smoke Grenades
These blast out a thick white cloud that looks
like talc powder. The powder attaches itself to
anything in the area. The powder gravitated
towards itself and binds together. The build
up can jam and restrict mobility. People and
things that spend time in the cloud will have their
movement hindered increasingly until they leave
the cloud. The material sticks until a vaporous
liquid is poured onto affected areas. The most
common removal liquids are alcohol, acetone,
and gasoline.
Single use, but left over powder can be
collected and reused. Many vendors give
discounts on new grenades for returning powder.
Price: 20 Script per Grenade, bulk discounts
commonly given in six packs.
“Wretched” Gas Grenades
Metal canisters with time release spray
nozzles on them. Inside is a pressured ooze
found in EV affected swamps. When quickly
depressurized, the ooze immediately turns into
a greenish-yellow gas that causes disruptions
of all kinds to anything in the area. Electrical
equipment quits, firearms fail to work, biological
beings get violently ill, and even robotic beings
suffer malfunctions. The gas is not lethal,
but causes a variety of particularly unsettling
illnesses for a short period of time. People who
have had the misfortune of long-term exposure
describe the feeling as being hangover with food
poisoning, a sinus infection, and the flu. The gas
wears down anything into area the longer they
are in the area. The effects of the gas wear off
when removed from exposure. It may take up to
a day for full recovery. The grenades are often
manufactured in uniquely marked containers,
since the threat of one of these grenades is
enough to gain leverage in arguments.
Single use.
Price: 25 Script per Grenade, bulk discounts
commonly given in six packs.

Traps

“Fly Paper”
A naturally occurring EV material. Fly paper
is completely transparent to visible light and
can only be seen in UV spectrums or by Warp
Goggles. Fly paper binds to everything, but oil.
The most common use is to fashion simple floor
traps. The fly paper is rolled out on the ground,
the target will walk on it, and get stuck. Oil will
release the hold. It is recommended to oil the
floor as the fly paper will bind to an unprepared
floor. Oil-based cooking spray is often sold with
this material.
Price: 25 Script per square meter

Advanced

“Flux Dog”
“Flux Dogs” are strange macro-vita that are
fairly intelligent. When visible they resemble
amorphous clouds. They are only dangerous
when visible. It was natives living around Weird
Zones that discovered how to “tame” flux dogs.
Flux dogs are very territorial about a particular
item they choose. While a difficult task, this item
is taken by a trainer who keeps it protected from
harm. The flux dog will initially assault the thief
by charging them repeatedly. This stops when
the trainer holds the flux dog’s item. They will
follow their territory. Eventually, the flux dog
will accept the carrier of their territory. Over
training, the flux dog will learn mannerisms and
commands to trigger its protective nature towards
directed threats.
Flux dogs are reported to grow an attachment
to their owner over time. A few have been
reported to respond to names, react without
command to the defense of their owners, and
even learn new tricks.
Price: 500 Script
“Mimic”
Mimics are Macro-Vita that emulate other
lifeforms visually. Vaporous in their natural state,
they visually emulate the nearest animated
lifeform when their hive is disturbed greatly. In
the wild, this serves as a defense mechanism
to divert attention away from their hive. Mimics
can emulate a few common mannerisms and
some movement, but nothing complicated or
very active. The effect is only visual in nature
and the emulation has no physical manifestation.

People have taken to using them as decoys or
distractions, since the mimic’s visage won’t leave
the spot it formed at unless the hive moves too
far away. (The visage breaks down as the mimic
returns back to it’s hive.)
Price: 500 Script

Environment
Extrane Vitae

Extrane Vitae (EV) are enigmatic beings.
What can be observed by the best measurements
and explained by the best theories are the
effects of EV, but not the actual EV. To this date,
there has been no reproducible experiment that
isolates the “true form” of any EV. It is debated
as to if EV can fully manifest themselves.
Because of this strange property, knowledge of
EV is not widespread and study on EV is limited.
The Prazirasse regard themselves as the current
experts on EV. Most agree this is due to a lack
of effort from other organizations rather than
exceptional efforts from the Prazirasse.

History

Extrane Vitae reached wider recognition after
the Event. EV existence before the Event is
possible. There have been strange, mysterious
incidents from historic events from the Pre-Fall
era that matches known EV behavior. EV activity
spiked to phenomenal levels immediately after
the Event. While documentation of the Fall is
spotty at best, the number of strange situations
that match characteristics of EV are very
significant.
The first documented case of EV came from
Prazirasse researchers. During self-imposed
exile from the chaotic world of the Fall, they
spent large amounts of effort experimenting and
documenting the strange phenomena later to be
named Extrane Vitae. They are also responsible
for the first identification guides and consider
themselves experts of EV.

Types of Externa Vitae

There are three main classifications of
EV: Proto, Micro, and Macro. All known EV
interacts with the world via mechanisms called
Fatummachina.
Proto - The simplest EV and often compared
to biological microbial lifeforms. They lack any
real sophistication and are only powerful when
gathered into groups. Proto EV react to various
stimuli in predictable and mechanical fashions.
Micro - These EV show basic intelligence and

far more sophistication than Proto EV. These EV
demonstrate complicated routines and reactions.
Individually, they can be powerful. Micro EV are
comparable to simple biological life and robotic
automations.
Macro - The most powerful, complex, and
temperamental EV. Macro EV significantly
more complicated than Micro EV. They show
developed intelligence, some sentience, and a
few with developed personalities. The increased
intelligence increases their power and make them
dangerous. Many experts warn against contact
with unfamiliar Macro EV, heeding warnings
of Marco EV that communicate, and to never
antagonize any Macro EV known to be malicious.
Fatummachina - These are the theoretical
mechanisms that EV use to interact with the
world. Since EV cannot be properly isolated for
empirical study, many researchers are exploring
all aspects of science to find the best fitting
theories. A significant amount of theory used to
explain Fatummachina derives from Quantum
Mechanics and other sub-atomic processes.
Research are investigating the possibility of
Fatummachina in Pre-Fall and Post-Fall biology.
This field gained popularity as cross-referenced
research indicated strange correlations too
significant to be ruled out.

Critters

Crag Cats
A large feline common in the mountains
and drier areas of the world. Covered in large
overlapping plates, they are ridiculously tough
and dangerous. Despite this, they are intelligent
and can be trained and tamed by a few select
groups in the world.
Snaggers
Small rodent-like critters that make use of
deception, teamwork, and love anything shiny
or edible. Snaggers work in teams to fool and
deceive other species in order to get access
to shiny or edible items. Snaggers are fairly
harmless apart from small claws and teeth, but
the damage they do to clothing or containers is
surprising. They are engineered creatures. Most
information about them indicates designs for an
commercial pet. This is why they have little fear

of humans, high intelligence, opposable thumbs,
and tend to rely upon other species for food. The
obsession with shiny items isn’t understood apart
from some kind of hoarding instinct. Towns that
have chronic problems with Snaggers develop
ways to deal with the populations. The most
effective are Snagger decoys. Decoys vary, but
the most common are particularly odorous bagels
baked with a sugar coating that hardens into a
reflective coating. This makes them not only
edible, but very shiny.
Thud Crickets
Named after the sound they make when they
head butt anything. These crickets are similar
to camel crickets, but are 10cm - 15cm in body
length and have armored, thick heads. They
are relatively harmless until frightened. When
frightened, Thud Crickets will jump towards the
perceived threat in an attempt to scare it away.
Thud crickets travel in groups of ten or more
and have powerful jumps, so this can be very
annoying and unnerving to anyone who startles
them.

Significant Beings
Titans

Many stories and historical documents tell of
Titans, Pre-Fall war machines. Powerful beyond
current comprehension, a titan could resemble
normal sized human wearing light hi-tech armor
or be towering behemoth. Titans were the
crowning achievement in the Pre-Fall’s era arms
race between nations. Titans were specially
genetically engineered and required a nation’s
supreme form of nanotechnology. The cost of
these cybernetic war machines would bankrupt
smaller nations and only the wealthiest nations
could divert the resources towards creation.
Evidence reveals that there used to be many
Titans, but few are known in detail. Post-Fall
times, Titans are relegated to myths.
The temper of a titan varied based on the
methods of creation, upbringing, and training.
How much “man” exists within the machine
determined temperament. Titans raised with
very little exposure outside the military and
combat followed orders with little regard for what
they were. These titans were treated as simple

soldiers to take order and perform without fail.
Titans raised in more social, freer environments
and with exposure to the world were more
independent and conscious of their actions. They
were given leadership positions and served as
public defenders.
Avoiding conflict with a titan is best.
Operational titans have outlasted their creators,
home nations, the Event, the Fall, and events
in recent history. This is a testament to their
defensive and offensive abilities. A fallen Titan
should not be considered defeated, since the
strange technology of a titan allows them to
regenerate from the brink of destruction. Some
titans only need an intact limb to rebuild from.
The titan’s offensive abilities are a scale of
destruction the current world has no concept of.
The only way to counter a titan is with another
titan. Titan matches were explicitly avoided at all
costs, since the sheer destructive potential for all
involved was deem far too risky and costly. The
few titan battles were last efforts after all other
option were exhausted.
There are ten Titans known. There were
more, but there’s no evidence that verifies any
more.
Hyperion (Destroyed) - Historical records
state that a direct, condensed fusion bomb blast
annihilated Hyperion after being order into a trap,
unknowingly.
Onofre (Self-Destructed) - Crippled and
rendered unable to defend himself after fending
off the entirety of another army, his government
initiated self-destruct protocols to prevent him
from being captured. The protocol was nanodisassembly.
Caedmon (Deactivated) - Most of his
body was destroyed by a large scale assault
by two Pre-Fall nations. His torso and head
were recovered. Enemy scientists attempted
to access the wealth of information he had.
Unfortunately, they did not realize Caedmon was
conscious. He promptly encrypted all information
in his mind and suspended his consciousness.
His location is known, but unreachable due to
titan Ajinkya.
Dante (Killed) - Dante’s consciousness
entered his body while in stasis. He was to be
released when a hostile force assaulted the area
and lockdown procedures at the lab took effect.

The problem was that the procedures locked
down Dante’s body, but didn’t put his conscious
mind into slumber. He was left deprived of
sensory input for five years until the new
government decided to unlock the project. Dante
had lost his mind. He broke free and proceeded
to level everything in the region. Dante met his
match when he attempted to harm the next nation
over and ran into titan Naranbaatar.
Naranbaatar (Disassembled) - Badly
damaged after defending the region again
from titan Dante, he suffered a catastrophic
multisystem failure and died. They recovered
what they could and placed it into stasis. The
nation hoped to rebuild him. With the chaos
caused of the Fall, these parts were scattered
and lost.
Perdita (Active) - Perdita was once a proud
and loyal defender of her country. The Fall left
her the only survivor. Her home state happened
to be in the vicinity of an Event spire. She
survived against the odds, but with most of her
large scale warfare systems damaged. She now
resides and stalks her state’s old territory. Not
friendly to most people, she make exceptions for
those she deems worthy.
Ajinkya (Active) - Ajinkya is permanently
following the last set of orders given to him. Due
to a more machine conscious, little can change
his mind. He constantly defends a massive
military underground complex. Anything that
steps foot within a 5km radius of the base is
destroyed. This area is known as the Circle of
Death.
Pariah (Unknown) - Rumors spread about
amazing acts and feats being done by someone
named “Pariah”. He was always seen in full
combat form Pre-Fall, so no one knows what
he looks like in humanoid form. These reports
cannot be confirmed. It is noted that this “Pariah”
seems to enjoy being the hero.
Nastusia (Unknown) - Nastusia was reported
as destroyed during in the Fall, but more recent
discoveries have placed her in many parts of the
world. No one has been able to figure out why
she wanders so much and what her goals are.
Protos (Unactivated) - Enough information
retrieved confirms the existence of Protos. It is
not known if he was ever activated or where he
currently may be located. He is considered the

most advanced Titan.

Drone Lord

Cyborgs with the ability to manage massive
robotic squads. Drone lords themselves aren’t
exactly killable. They do have nanotech that gives
them the ability to interface with machines and
drones. As a side feature that have regenerative
and advanced healing abilities. The danger of a
Drone Lord is the number of drones and robots
that are always nearby. An average Drone Lord
with have at least one of each: Medic drone,
scout drone, body guard bot, and assault bot.
Drone lords are Pre-Fall survivors. They have
been theorized to be the precursors to Titans or
at least an agent used in conflicts before a Titan
was used. The good news is that most drone
lords were volunteers into the program and were
initially very human. How they’ve faired over the
years is the big question.

Important People

Ishmael
Ishmael is the hero of lore for the Aavemiehet.
The “Ishmael” serves as the name the hero that
listens to the people. It is a name donned by
many over the generations who emerge to listen
to the woes of the people and bring justice.
The current Ishmael is interesting. His
clothing looks ragged, his hair wild and unkempt,
and his face covered by a scarf wrapped around
his neck. He resembles a dark, wild rogue.
And he’s particular childish at times; displaying
the lovely temperament of a nine-year-old girl
when properly frustrated. He sits down away
from everyone and pouts, whilst mumbling and
mocking those that frustrated him to himself.
After he’s had his time to mumble and moan, he
quickly regains his composure.
Fighter of the underdogs and he strives to
show people how to fight back heroically. He
quickly fades into the aether when all is right
again, only to come back when needed again.
Master Mender Jasper Travis
Jasper is a hard man to deal with and an
even harder man to work with. Wastelanders are
stereotyped to be harsh, jaded people and Jasper
does not break the stereotype. Despite wiry

frames, most Wastelander children know how to
handle themselves against dangerous creature
well before they hit puberty. Jasper is cynical and
sarcastic with very little to keep him from saying
what he feels. With his stark white hair, steel
gray eyes, sun tanned skin, and wiry 6’ 3” frame,
Jasper sticks out. He often wears a duster with
the Mender emblem on the back. He only takes
on jobs that truly interest him. So unless you
have a particularly interesting, unique issue, you
will probably get insulted for asking. Jasper’s
Mender expertise focuses on Pre-Fall pinnacle
technologies: Fusion reactors, particle weapons,
anti-gravity, and field generators. A very useful
skill set that draws attention, both good and bad.
So, he make use of his knowledge to discourage
the bad element and always has some energy
weapon on him. The most notable is the Variable
Particle Cannon with the backpack reactor.
Jasper’s anti-social behavior is deliberate and
he sees it as a way to filter the annoying people.
Despite public belief, he does have a few friends
and one constant and very demanding admirer,
Ardere Flannae. She always gets an audience
with him no matter what or how long it takes.
Jasper sometimes takes lengths to slow her
efforts.
Elite Magi Rhian Orenda
Jack of Spades Raziel Shanley
Abbadine Maelar
The Manasa Sisters: Chana Manasa and Nuria
Manasa
Ardere Flannae
Adventurer Archeologist Kadisha Raphaella
Tekioshu Agents Blesk Ziebens and Sieviete
Nezina
EV Expert Rhannen Rha-Lil
5

“5” is considered the oldest, active Mech’tic.
He calls himself “5”, as that is his serial
number. He is the fifth Mech’tic created and is

approaching two hundred years old. He has
traveled all over the world, experienced many
things, and has even been part of many historical
events. Most describe “5” as a very wise and
philosophical being: very calm, collected, and
gentle natured. This contrasts his 3 meter,
heavily armored, and battle scarred frame. His
generation was made to last without any type of
sophisticated repair system and this is why there
are still a number of the older generations still
active with their original “ghosts”. With various
upgrades and other modifications (including
some strange introductions of EV), he’s tougher
and stronger than ever.
“5” is one of the few Mech’tics that has
serious discussions with Alpha One. He’s known
for his wisdom and knowledge and ability to talk
to anyone. He often has people stopping by to
ask for advice on problems. Occasionally, he’ll
ask seemingly random people to come over and
gets them to talk about things bothering them.
He has a strange habit of greeting strangers with
“Welcome back” or “Hello, old friend.”
“5” exhibits strange and eccentric behaviors.
His most well documented tactic is perching in
town squares as a statue for periods up to years
at a time, then leave when he’s done observing
the town. A Mender scholar has found a
connection when looking at stories about strange
statues disappearing without a trace. Time and
locations show a trip across continents. 5 usually
abides by the laws and rules of the places he
visits, but can and will ignore anything he deems
ridiculous. Due to his size, power, and durability,
there are very few things that could stop him.
The worst injury he’s ever received was a 150mm
laser hole through his right chest, which he still
displays. He attributes it to a failed attempt to
console a titan. “5” also has developed strange
abilities and senses which are far beyond normal.
The nature of these are not known.
He currently resides in Perimeter. Often
found in the Mech’tic Outpost located there, he
occasionally makes trips into the Perimeter Weird
Zone and disappears for long stretches at a time.
He goes in for various reasons. Most of the time,
it’s sight-seeing and searching for lost ones.
Rusted Solace
An all Mech’tic metal band that calls Perimeter

their home when they are not touring the world.
They have quite the following spanning the
boundaries of species and nation. The group
prides itself on relentless pursuit of perfecting
their music. Each member has a unique history
and the group works together to bring forth a
variety of styles and visions together. They are
also known for taking extra time to be with their
fans with the most common forum being sitting
parks talking.
Lead Singer Glosboga Ceriskanas Glosboga is the charismatic face of Rusted
Solace. He performs in a suit and tie and is
even considered well dress when in his casual
clothes. A face full of expression helps his
dramatic stage performances. Unlike many
Mech’tics, Glosboga’s voice is not emulated from
a speaker. He started with experimental artificial
vocal chords which have been upgraded and
improved. He breathes air, forces the air across
his vocal chords, and projects his voice like any
other singer of biological origins. Today, his voice
has range, power, and ability beyond what many
imagined possible. He’s been described as a
suave and diplomatic Mech’tic.
Guitarists Nim and Min - One of the twins. In
a strange occurrence, not know to have been
repeated, the same Mech’tic design was built
twice. Built in separate facilities on opposite ends
of the world, the two eventually found each other
when trying out for Rusted Solace. Nim played
first early in the day and left home aftwards. Min
came almost 12 hours later to the confusion of
Glosboga. After some investigation, the two
finally met. Despite some exterior differences in
markings, they were the exact same build. They
played together in a stunning performance and
Glosboga brought them into the band on the spot.
They became inseparable and it is reflected in
how they play. With seamless transitions, both
play the parts of lead and rhythm guitars.
Keyboardist
Bassist Pontifex Override - Pontifex is known
for being the quiet, stolid bassist. Sporting a tall
brushy arc of hair as a headdress, worn leather
vest, a variety of T-shirts, ripped blue jean shorts,

and heavy steel clad work boots, he maintains an
intimidating look. This appearance only adds to
his 2.25 meter frame. He plays an proportionally
large custom made, by himself, eight string bass
guitar. It is rumored to have required special
materials from both the Menders and the PWZ to
create, but those are just strictly rumors. Despite
these only being rumors, the bass has a sound
unique to it. Pontifex’s arms have undergone
upgrades in his life from simple beginnings
to mimic and surpass biology with artificial
muscle tissue on synthetic skeletal structure.
The combination of potential and ability leads
to powerful performance. Pontifex has been
described as very relaxed and gentle. When
home in Perimeter, he is often found volunteering
time at the Orphanage.
Drummer

Economics
Money

Money can be very arbitrary in the world.
Larger towns try to have their own script for local
use. The larger powers have their currency used
as the main currency in many parts of the world.

Tekioshu Metal

The Tekioshu set the precedence for quality
metal currency early on by utilizing the number
of metal deposit in their homeland. Tekioshu
metallurgists are renowned for their high quality
standards. Their Aluminum, Copper, Silver, and
Gold are traded commonly. Not all come from
their mines, but are refined to trade quality and
divided into standard units.
Chip - These are usually only used inside
Tekioshu towns, due to the relatively small value.
They are usually used for change and vending
machines. They measure roughly 2cm x 2cm x
.25cm in size.
Strip - This is a 10 cubic centimeter strip of
metal. It is roughly 10cm x 2cm x .50cm in size,
slightly larger due to stamping and patterns
placed during the process. Very detailed marks
and stamps prevent forgeries. The strips can be
stacked and fit together. Different metals have
different patterns and stamps vary to prevent
confusion and counterfeiting.
Bar - This is as stack of 10 strips. Usually
bound by string, wax, or by the Menders with a
weak arc weld. Roughly 10cm x 2cm x 5cm in
size.

Train Credits

The Train is the trend setter and standard
in trade organizations. If your town is of any
significance, the Train has a trade route to it. You
can shop at a Train station or even on one of
the many of the larger vehicles. The TC is the
transitional trade currency for The Train.
Centic - A small coin roughly 2cm round with
various Train logos and ridges.
Decic - A small coin roughly 2.5cm round with
various Train logos and ridges.

One - A rectangular piece of specialty paper
with water marks and UV reactive dyes on it.
Denomination is displayed and the background
image is of the First Land Train.
Five - Similar to the One, but with a 5
denomination.
Decat - Similar to the One, but with a 10
denomination.
Hectot - Similar to the One, but with a 100
denomination.
Kilot - Similar to the One, but with a 1000
denomination. This is the highest public
denomination.
Reserve Notes - These notes are temporary
indicators of currency for very expensive items or
secure money transfers.

Nisha Marks

The Nisha Mark wasn’t that widespread,
but as Dark Duster activity spread throughout
the currency showed up in the dark corners of
the world. The Nisha Mark outside of Nisha
lands is sometimes looked down upon, due to
the associated Dark Duster activity that usually
brought it to the area.

Wastelander (Mender) Script

While used by a majority of the wastelanders,
the Menders created the currency and strictly
regulate it. It is the most technologically
advanced currency and famously difficult to
counterfeit. The security and stability of the
currency makes it accepted and used by many
other economies. Menders carefully regulate
this currency to prevent drastic change in value.
While it is officially, Wasterland script, most
people call it Mender Script out of respect, since
it has enabled many towns in the wastelands to
function.
The bills are 150mm x 75mm in size. There
are a number of anti-counterfeiting measures in
place to protect the currency, but extensive care
was made to choose measures that most people
could easily test without special equipment. The
material of bill is a type of composite natural
fibers, polymers, metal, and carbon fiber that
is designed for durability, flexibility, and tensile

strength. The first test of a Script’s legitimacy
is to hold it by the sides and attempt to tear
it half. A real script will not tear casually and
requires significant effort. The material will not
keep a flame, hence scorched/melted edges are
considered a good signs of validity. The script
is not inked and will not show signs of bleeding
when examined. Carefully mixed polymers and
metals are used as toner. The color is kept within
tight tolerances and the toner is melted onto the
script material in various patterns atypical of most
printing equipment. Patterns are designed to
cause visible artifacts when improperly printed.
The designs of the bills are kept clean and easy
to view on the front face. Decorative pieces
and designs are resigned to the back. Scripts
avoid conflicting color schemes and use the
carefully maintained colorations as a means of
detecting fake script. Printing equipment not
properly calibrated will produce odd colorations
in the Mender Gear logo. The texture and
feel of the script is altered by laser etching in
distinct patterns for each denomination of the
script. The edges are laser cut with next to no
margin allowed. Micro-print is extensively used
throughout the bill.
There is a second tier of anti-counterfeiting
measures that requires a bit more effort to utilize.
Each script has a serial number, barcode, and
other encoding. The material and toner used,
depending on the denomination, has distinct
electrical characteristics. UV reactive materials
are in place. X-rayed script will produce an
outline of itself due to materials used in the toner.
And for the final measure, radio ID circuitry is
etched and doped onto back of back of bill. This
radio ID will report the serial number, batch
number, denomination, and date of production
when scanned.
The Menders are considered the only group
with the technology to produce the script. The
currency is engineered to handle extreme
environments and have a lifespan of 25+ years.
It isn’t uncommon to hear tales of bundles of
script saving their holder’s lives by stopping
bullets, catching shrapnel, and absorbing
energy weapon discharges. The durability and
counterfeit-resistant script is used widely in
Wiskedak and is rarely not honored.

One
Five
Ten
Twenty
Fifty
Hundred
Two Hundred
Five Hundred
Thousand

Trade Values

Tekioshu Metal and Wastelander Script value
are consistent. Train Credit value differs with
the town’s demand for Train goods. Nisha Mark
value varies greatly.
Tekioshu
Train
Nisha
Wastelander
Metal
Credit
Mark
Script
Aluminum 1
10
1
Strip
Aluminum 10
100
10
Bar
Copper
10
100
10
Strip
Copper
100
1000
100
Bar
Silver Chip 100
1000
100
Silver Strip 1000
10000
1000
Silver Bar 10000
100000
10000
Gold Chip 10000
100000
10000
Gold Strip 100000
1000000 100000
Gold Bar
1000000 10000000 1000000

Values and Local Economics

While the Train’s trade routes allows for
stabilization of certain goods, there are plenty of
local variations in value. The more isolated and
remote a community is, the values of goods can
vary. There are also a variety of goods that are
always in demand, due to the Train and many
trade companies not carrying them.

Common Questionable Goods

There a few goods that are typically
contraband in most towns or, at the very least,
heavily regulated.
Slaves (Contraband) - Many communities have

explicit “shoot on sight” policies against slavers.
Indentured Servants (Regulated) - Prazirasse
society allows for indentured servitude for those
that owe debts or have commit crimes. Most
places regard this as questionable and many as
a horrid practice.
Narcotics (Mixed) - Some places ban narcotics
of any kind. Some pick and choose. The
remaining either allow it all or lack the ability to
enforce any regulation.
Malicious EV (Contraband) - Typically only
an issue around areas with heavy trafficking of
EV or near Weird Zones. Any EV identified to
have strictly malicious qualities is either seized
or barred from entering town. A few towns will
require the owner to escort the contraband out
under gun point and penalty of death for failure to
comply.
Nanotech (Mixed) - Towns with a paranoia of
Pre-Fall tech tend to not allow nanotechnology of
any variety. Populations that are knowledgeable
have regulations about the varieties that can exist
within their territories.
Military Vehicles (Mixed) - The world isn’t a
safe place, so some armament is expected.
Many towns have regulations on the number and
grade of military vehicles sold or moved. Many
towns get uneasy when too many heavily armed
vehicles are in the area.

Common Item Cost

Common item costs in Script.
Alcohol Cost
“Fresh from the Horse” Beer
1/Bottle
Beer 				
2/Bottle
Good Beer 			
3/Bottle
Rotgut 				
2/Shot
Low Shelf Booze
		
3/Shot
Mid Shelf Booze
		
5/Shot
Top Shelf Booze
		
10/Shot
Lodging
Barn 				
Shoddy Room			
Decent Room			
Nice Room 			
Bed & Breakfast Inn 		
3 Star Hotel 			

10/Night
25/Night
50/Night
75/Night
100/Night
200/Night

4 Star Hotel 			
5 Star Hotel 			
“Company”
A Movie
Skeeball

500/Night
1000/Night

Entertainment
			
5-100
			
5/Flick
			
1/Game

Food
Gruel 				
MRE’s 				
Bowl of Rice and Beans
Truck stop grade
		
24 hour pancake house		
Decent
			
Diner 				
High Class 			
Mutli-course 			

1/Meal
2/Meal?
3/Meal
5/Meal
7/Meal
10/Meal
15/Meal
20/Meal
50/Meal

Weapons
Melee Average			
Hammers
			
Machetes
			
Good Edge 			
Fine Edge
			
Pistols Average			
Shoddy
			
Decent
			
Good 				
Excellent
			
Rifles Average 			
Automatics Average			
Heavy Average			
Energy Average 			

50
25
40
75
150
300
50
300
500
750
300
500
5000
50000

